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From the Editor

Although many of us would initially think otherwise,
ethical considerations are an important part of
engineering. Choosing between right and wrong might
appear to be easy, but such a decision can be extremely
difficult when one's values conflict. Engineers are
frequently confronted with this type of dilemma and
therefore this topic is of interest to both professionals and
students. Thus, the focus of this issue of the DukEngineer
concerns engineering ethics. Two articles are devoted to
this subject and each of them pose important ethical
questions. A related article, and also a new feature of the
DukEngineer, is an interview with Dean George Pearsall
who talks about engineering ethics and several other
items of recent importance.
Included in this issue is a discussion of the Mini-Baja
project and the group's preparation for the design
competition in May. The Society of Women Engineers is
also looked at and the annual Engineering Games is

described in yet another article. In the Have You Met
section, the DukEngineer welcomes a new Civil
Engineering associate professor, Dr. Mrinmay Biswas.
The regular features of School News, Department
News, Diversions, and Lost in Space have returned and
many good photographs can be found in the Way We
Were/Are pages. The Letters and Opinions section is also
back because of the large response by readers wishing to
express themselves to the engineering community. Input
to this feature is greatly appreciated so keep sending in
your opinions!
As always, much gratitude is extended to all who helped
in the production of this magazine, including the staff
members and everyone in the Dean's office and Printing
Services. A special thanks goes to Marion L Shepard, Jeff
Clark, and Kathy Vild whose ideas and over-all support
have made this issue of the DukEngineer a success.
Peter F. Mcllveen

From the Dean

Technology
and Education
1 think we have lost the concensus that used to exist on
the goal of a college education. In the nineteenth century,
a liberal arts education was designed to turn out "ladies
and gentlemen"—to prepare them to think and to
discourse on matters of interest to their peers in the social
strata to which their education provided an entree. An
engineering education was designed to turn out stateoftheart engineers, who could design and build machines
and structures with the aid of very little on-the-job training.
About the turn of the century, the "Harvard cumculum"
set the standard for liberal arts education by specifying a
set of particular subject areas, the mastery of which
entitled one to consider himself or herself "liberally
educated." The major change in engineering education
came after World War II when engineers realized that
many of the earth-shaking technologies that erupted from
the war effort directly (radar, atomic energy, rockets) or
indirectly (transistors, computers) owed more to scientists
than to engineers. As a result, engineering curricula were
revised to include much more applied science (solid
mechanics, fluid mechanics, circuit theory, electromagnetic theory, thermodynamics, heat transfer; and

ultimately systems theory, materials science, and
computer science) at the expense usually of practical,
state-of-the art courses. And the word TECHNOLOGY
entered our vocabulary.
Technology implies the use of scientific knowledge to
design a means of accomplishing a given goal in a reliable
manner. Some engineering prior to World War 11
represented technology, but much of it did not, because it
was not based on scientific knowledge. Scientific
knowledge is the opposite of folk knowledge; it is based on
theoretical foundations and on logical connections.
Scientific knowledge is verifiable; a scientific hypothesis
can be tested by others, and the testing questions the
premise, not just the results. Consider the statement a
youngster made to me once: "The windmill creates the
wind. I know because every time the windmill turns, the
wind blows." If you can prove scientifically that this
statement is true or false, and under which set of
circumstances it is one or the other, you are on your way to
being educated. Or consider the driver stuck in snow in
Boston years ago. When I offered to put something under
the rear wheels to improve the traction, the reply was "Oh,
the rear wheels are turning O.K., it's the front wheels that
need help."
The emphasis on design in my definition of technology
separates the specifier from the fabricator, although it
does not preclude the same person from being both, lt is
the creation that is part of technology, and creating has
been one of the longest-lived of the traditions in
engineering. Theodore von Karman (a scientist who
established some of the fundamental scientific principles
on which manned flight was based) is supposed to have
said, "The scientist studies what is; the engineer designs
what never was."
The third part of my definition relates to reliability, a
concept that derives both from scientific knowledge and
from design. If you really understand the scientific
principles on which your design is based, you should be
able to determine how reliable your design will be before it
is ever built. Reliability is the probability that the design will
not fail.
We are now a technological society, and any education
must take this into account. Technology gives us options
we never had and presents us with choices our forefathers
never had to make. Technology represents costs, and
technology represents benefits. How do you decide
whether the benefits outweigh the costs?
I think the purpose of a liberal education in the last
quarter of the twentieth centuiy should be the intellectual
preparation of people who can determine the veracity of a
statement, especially when it is presented as a self-evident
truth: "The Social Security system will be bankrupt by the
time we're old enough to collect what we put into it"
"Small cars are more dangerous than large cars." "Fifteen
years out of Duke, Trinity graduates earn more than
Engineering graduates." "Fossil fuel is a more dangerous
energy source than nuclear power.'' Many such

statements in a technological society require a knowledge
of the scientific principles underlying the statement, of the
design of the system if it is man-made, and of the
probability that the system will fail. But don't fool
yourselves into thinking that engineering courses alone
provide all of this information.
In the sciences, the veracity of a statement is tested by
experiment, and the language of testing is the language of
mathematics. In the social sciences, a statement is tested
by subjecting it to quantitative (principally statistical) and
historical analysis. In the humanities, a statement is tested
against the world's great traditions. Whether you are an
engineer or a liberal arts major, you will need to
understand these three approaches to questioning
hypotheses. If you design your curriculum to provide you
with this set of tools, you will have obtained from Duke
what Duke is best able to provide.
George W. Pearsall

From the Associate Dean

Where Do We Go
From Here?
A search committee comprised of faculty, students,
administrators, and alumni has conducted an extensive
search for a new dean for the School of Engineering.
About 125 applicants and referrals were evaluated and
several excellent candidates were invited to visit the
campus. The new dean has not been hired yet, so I can't
introduce him to you. However, the search process itself
brought into focus some of our goals and aspirations and
it is those that I wish to convey to you.
A brief review of the changes which occurred during the
tenure of our last two deans, George Pearsall and Alex
Vesic, may provide a perspective. Undergraduate
enrollment increased from 435 in 1969 to 870 today,
while graduate enrollment grew from 105 to about 125. A
more modest increase in the faculty has occurred, from
40 in 1969 to only 49 today, and in order to meet our
demands we are using 15 research, adjunct, and visiting
professors. This growth could not have occurred without
an increase in resources. Outside-sponsored research has
increased five-fold to about $2 million per year, and gifts
and grants income from private sources—individuals,
corporations, and foundations—has risen from about

$300,000 in just 1975-76 to about $1.7 million in 1981 -82.
Of course, our physical plant has increased also. A 30,000
sq. ft. addition to our original 86,000 sq. ft. building was
completed in 1972, and construction of the 42,000 sq. ft.
Nello L Teer Engineering Library Building is scheduled
for completion in the spring of 1984.
The foregoing figures seta quantitative perspective and
the question can now be asked, "Where do we go from
here?" Primary among our goals is to enhance our
graduate and research programs, and establishment of
the resource base necessary to accomplish this. The
quality of our undergraduates rank with the very best in the
country and all constituencies of the School and the
University agree that this quality should be maintained as
we move ahead. Among the areas which seem to provide
special opportunities for us are biotechnology, environmental technology, materials, and microelectronics.
Many of the faculty in our existing departments already are
active in these areas, and one of the assets of being a small
engineering school in a private university is the
opportunity to recognize and respond quickly to local and
national needs in such technologies.
In my opinion, it is unrealistic to aspire to reach a level of
equality with the MITs and Stanford's in all areas within
our existing departments. We shouldn't even try. However,
we do have certain strengths within the School, and by
working cooperatively with other resource centers close at
hand, it is realistic for us to achieve national stature in
certain areas, such as those noted above, within the next
decade. These resource centers include our sister
universities in the Triangle, and the numerous research
centers, both public and private, in the Research Traingle
Park. Of course, there are many excellent resources within
Duke University itself—Trinity College, the Medical
Center, and several professional schools—that provide
opportunities for interdisciplinary and cross-disciplinary
programs.
A couple of years ago I wrote about "directions for the
eighties"—a paraphrase of former Chancellor Ken Pye's
reports entitled Planning for the Eighties and Directions
for Progress. In those reports, Chancellor Pye stated, "A
great private university must be composed of educational
components which are better than or different from those
in public universities, if in the long run it will be able to
charge higher tuition and continue to achieve a high level
of support from corporations, foundations, and individual
donors." He stated further, "The components of a great
university are a distinguished faculty, able students, and
the logistical support services required for first rate
teaching and research, particularly libraries, laboratories,
and data processing facilities."
I think it is clear that the School of Engineering is
progressing toward greatness. With a new dean, clear and
focused goals, and continuing support from friends,
corporations, and foundations, where we go from here is
achieving it.
Marion L. Shepard

Ethics
for
Engineers?
by RA. VESILIND and
ALASTAIR GUNN
'It's so complicated!"
In The China Syndrome, the television reporter, played
by Jane Fonda, was about to interview Jack Lemmon,
portraying a nuclear power plant engineer who had
decided to blow the whistle on what he believed to be an
unsafe reactor, when his employer had the SWAT team
shoot him down. Just before the shooting, the engineer
shook his head in dismay and frustration, and said: "It's so
complicated!" He did not only mean that the nuclear
reactor and the technical problems with the plant were
complicated. He also meant that his very act of speaking
directly to the press, very much against his employer's
wishes, placed him in a complex ethical quandary, a
situation which he neither anticipated nor was prepared to
cope with.
Although engineers are expected to act ethically,
difficulties arise in defining what is meant for anyone to
"be ethical." In engineering, being ethical generally
means that the Code of Ethics, as developed by the
several professional societies, is adhered to. The typical
Code of Ethics lists a series of "thou shalt's" and "thou
shalt not's" for the engineer. But is following this set of
rules really an adequate definition of being ethical?
There are, in fact, three possible definitions of being
ethical. First, an ethical person is one who follows any set
of values. Secondly, an ethical person is one who adheres
to a set of values shared by a group. Lastly, an ethical
person lives by a set of values which have universal
validity.

1. In the most general and least evaluative sense, an
ethic is any set of values. An ethical person is one who
makes decisions on the basis of some such set, and to act
ethically is to behave consistently with one's professed
values. Almost any set of values not grotesquely selfcontradictory or otherwise incoherent is thus an ethic, and
everyone (except small children, psychopaths, and
hypocrites) is ethical.
If there is no more to an ethic than self-prescription,
ethical disagreement is impossible. For example, some of
us may believe that bludgeoning baby seals is wrong,
while others think it is acceptable, but neither party has
any basis upon which to condemn the other.
2. An ethic might be viewed as any set of values shared
by a group, such as a community, church, society, or
profession. An ethical person is one who in practice
adheres to such a set, and to act ethically is to act
according to the values of the group in question.
Everyone is a member of society. Engineers, for
example, benefit in various ways from membership in a
range of groups—local community, school, profession,
state, nation, and so on. It is only fair that in recognition of
the benefits thus received the engineer should accept
certain burdens and obligations. These include obeying
the rules of the community (e.g., criminal law), the school
(e.g., the honor code), or the profession (e.g., the Code of
Ethics). This is not because the rules are perfect or even
especially good, but because as a citizen, student, or
professional, one has an obligation to obey the
appropriate rules. Obviously, this view is most plausible in
an egalitarian and democratic society where the rules on
balance benefit everyone and are justly administered, and
where everyone has a say in the making of rules. It is least
plausible (if at all) in an inegalitarian dictatorship, where
the rules are constructed by those in power in order to
benefit themselves at everyone else's expense.
Persons who do not accept this general responsibility to
obey the rules (in a just society) are unethical because
they are benefitting unfairly at the expense of those who
do obey the rules. For example, a contractor in the United
States who bribes a public official to obtain orders or to
have safety violations overlooked is unfairly benefitting at
the expense of honest competitors, while the corrupt
official benefits unfairly at the expense of honest officials.
In the event that a hazard to the public results, then the
parties to the bribe have benefitted unfairly by foisting
social costs onto an unaware public.
It might appear that ethical disagreement, the notion of
which could not arise in the first view of ethics, is possible
on this concept. So it is, though it is limited to questions of
what the code says or means, and how it is to be
interpreted and applied. Hence it is not possible to make
comparisons between codes, nor indeed, to criticize
ethically any clear provisions of the code. The code simply
explains the way things are done, and there is a rough
consistency to the system. In many countries, bribes are
an accepted business practice, and an experienced

contractor knows just whom to bribe, how often, and how
much. In fact, the pre-1976 American Society of Civil
Engineers Code of Ethics exempted American engineers
working in foreign countries from the provisions of the
code, if the local customs made this necessary.
Our condemnation of these systems is not limited to
the claim thatthey would be unethical in theUnited States.
We want to say that such behavior is wrong; we want to say
that Nazi concentration camps, Russian "mental
hospitals" for dissidents, and the South African apartheid
system are wrong regardless of what Nazis, commissars,
and the Afrikaaners think. But if to be ethical means
merely to follow one's society's code, we are debarred
from such judgment. To advocate ethical behavior cannot
then be simply to wish that everyone adopt some group
code of ethics, regardless of what it is.
3. The third view of ethics introduces a set of values to a
system of conduct It is true that there may not be any
universally held values, but are there not some values
which transcend society, which we can accept as criteria
for evaluating personal, as well as social and professional
codes of ethics? For example, it might be said that there
are certain values, which all persons ought to accept at all
times. To act ethically, to be an ethical person, would then
be to act according to these values.
If there are values which transcend society, we can
appeal to them in order to criticize some societies
(including our own) and to make suggestions for
improvements. Ethical disagreement now takes the form
of such a question as: What values are universally valid?
How is a value to be interpreted and applied in this case?
For example, the bludgeoning of baby seals is wrong
because it violates the rights of the seals not be be made to
suffer unnecessarily (and items made of baby seal are not
necessary). Torture of suspects is wrong because it
violates fundamental human rights such as due process
and equality before the law. The bribing of public officials
is wrong because it is unfair and violates the trust placed
on public officials.
Engineers cannot slavishly accept and conform to
accepted codes and laws, either. The very premise upon
which the duty of obedience is based is that the rules are
just and reasonable. Where they are not, any citizen has a
right, or more likely a duty, to try to get unjust or
unreasonable rules changed. In extreme cases, where the
existing rules are permitting or perpetuating a great
wrong, citizens may be justified in breaking a rule, by civil
disobedience or whistle blowing, for example.
Jack Lemmon's engineer is right. It is complicated. Yet
this complexity also contributes to the challenge and
appeal of the engineering profession. •
P. A. Vesilind is a Professor of Civil and Environmental
Engineering. Alastair Gunn was a Visiting Scholar in the
School of Engineering and is presently a Professor of
Philosophy at Waikato University, Hamilton, New
Zealand.
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ENGINEERING ETHICS
by LIBBY
"We are driven," as the advertisement says, and
technology is providing us with the best means with which
to get there. But where are we going? Is it time to look at
the effects of all this new, improved engineering? Are we
still applying ethics in our work? In this age of
computerization and mechanization, we are beginning to
experience many unexpected and undesirable byproducts of our innovations, obstacles in the road of
progress. Many products are not being used for their
originally good intentions; solutions are becoming
problems. Have our attempts to design and improve all
things possible, from labor savers to life support systems,
diverged from our original goal to engineer for the benefit
of mankind? Is happiness coming with technology?
New options have created new value conflicts. The
decision to automate production becomes clouded with
the knowledge of replacing man with machine and seeing
the long unemployment lines. Production will be stripped
of the human element. Man is then deprived of his sense
of achievement and pride in his work. Is the "Six Million
Dollar Man, rebuilt better, stronger, and faster," really
better? Is it worth it to forfeit the uniqueness about
humans?
The questions become even more complex when
evaluating tradeoffs between benefits and risks. As the
automobile has been assimilated into our society, have
the pros and cons been weighed? Did we assign a greater
value to industry, mobility and transportation than to the
pollution of the environment, the depletion of finite
resources, or the value of human life? Who has been given
the opportunity to choose for society? In whose hand does
the debate over nuclear power, genetic engineering, or
pollution standards lie? Can we blame the engineer for
these options and choices? Must he avoid any work with
potentially adverse effects?

TYNER
At the risk of removing all pleasures and satisfaction
from their work, one hopes not. These worst case
scenarios provide only the parameters within which to
function. Engineering creates many beneficial functions
when applied under certain restrictions. The problems in
implementation often lie in the fields of economics or
politics. The market creates a consumer society by
promoting increasing demands. Technology and energy
consumption, however, cannot continue at this rate.
When policies are formed or regulations discussed, the
inability to quantify a set of values allows the replacement
of values with interests. Will the trend to increase the
standard of living come at the expense of the quality of
life? Are people really more content in a controlled,
prepared, pre-packaged environment?
The moral obligation of the engineer is to consider the
impacts of his work upon everyone. He should evaluate
both the cost of a project and any viable alternatives. We
must consider these implications without stifling growth.
The change will come with increased awareness about
technology and an increased concern with change in
lifestyle. We can work with what we have, become less
wasteful, recycle, and attempt to lessen our dependence
upon technology.
Engineering plays a vital role in the shaping of our
society. Technological and social problems present many
exciting opportunities, which should be taken as a
challenge. The goal of society should be, as the Sierra
Club motto states, "not blind opposition to progress, but
opposition to blind progress." •
Libby Tyner is a junior in Biomedical Engineering. She
wishes to express her appreciation to Dean George
Pearsall, Dr. Devendra Garg, and P. Aarne Vesilind for
their assistance in writing this article.

Educational Administration
and Ethics
The following is an interview with Dean George W. Pearsall by J.R. Matthews,
a sophomore in Electrical Engineering.

Q. By what process is the Dean found and what
qualities is the School searching for?
A. The process that Duke has for filling administrative
positions first involves the constitution of a search
committee. In our case, the search committee membership is composed of Vice Provost Craufurd Goodwin (who
is also Dean of the Graduate School) as the Chairman, an
undergraduate from Engineering, a graduate student
from Engineering, five faculty members, former
Chancellor A. K. Pye, two trustees (one of whom is an
alumnus of this School) and George Herbert, who is
President of the Research Triangle Institute. That
committee has screened over 100 potential candidates
for the position and has invited six to campus; and that will
be the first round. After those candidates have been
reviewed and the faculty and the administration have had
a chance to talk with them, the committee will decide
whether it wants to look at more people or whether it wants
to make some recommendations from within that group
to the administration.
As far as qualities of a Dean, we are looking for
someone who is first and foremost an outstanding scholar
with a proven record of engineering accomplishments.
We would like someone with either some administrative
experience or some aptitude or capabilities that suggest
he or she will be a good administrator. If you ask what you
need to be a good administrator, I guess it's a
combination of fairness, concern for equitable treatment,
and still the courage to make decisions to move the
School into a position of greater prominence. We want
someone who has concern for both teaching and
research. A number of faculty members probably would
agree that the goal for the School right now is to expand at
the graduate/research level without taking away from
what we have accomplished at the undergraduate level. I
think there is a general acknowledgment that we have one
of the premier engineering undergraduate programs in
the country, and we certainly don't want to lose that, but
we can do more at the graduate and research level. Part of
that is going to involve raising additional monies, and so
another characteristic we are going to look for in a Dean is
the ability to raise money from outside sources, someone
who would want to do that, who would not just be a
reluctant fund raiser.
Q. Can you give specific examples of what type of
outstanding engineer you would be looking for?

10

A. We want someone who is recognized as an expert in
his or her field of engineering, who has a good publication
record, who has been able to attract support for his/her
research, and who is generally acknowledged as one of
the top people in the country in that particular field of
engineering.
Q. What are your plans after this year as Dean?
A. My immediate plans will be to get a program up and
running that the Exxon Foundation has funded; this
program will involve studying the possibility of instituting a
program in Engineering and Public Policy at Duke. I was
supposed to spend virtually all my time this year on that
program, and Exxon kindly let me spread my effort over
two years. I'm just doing a small bit on it now, so that will be
a major commitment for next year. Plus, I'll be teaching at
least part time, and I want to continue with some research
I've started this year with Phil Jones and Kevin Cleary on
the fracture of polycarbonate plastics.
Q. How does this type of program deal with
Engineering?
A. The program that Exxon funded is a study of the
possibility and desirability of putting in place at Duke
some kind of a program in Engineering and Public Policy.
The options we are going to look at (have already started
looking at) are, first, a double major in Engineering and
Public Policy, which is a very cramped double major. Only
a few students are willing to put up with the requirements
of both of those majors, so that is probably going to be an
option only for a few students. A second possibility would
be to explore the opportunities for Engineering students
who want to take a Master's Degree in Public Policy after
they get their Bachelor's Degree in Engineering. Another
option would be to explore what one might be able to do
for an undergraduate with a double major in one of the
sciences and Public Policy who wanted to take a Master's
Degree in Engineering. We are going to look at the
possibility of double Master's Degrees for somebody who
is an engineering undergraduate; that would be a Master
of Science Degree in Engineering and a Master's Degree
in Public Policy Studies. Those are the short range
programmatic issues we are going to look at.
Longer range, I want to look at the possibility of
establishing some type of a program in what I'm starting
to call "engineering policy," which would involve looking
at policy decisions made in the private sector. The Public
Policy Studies Program here at Duke, while it addresses

both public sector issues and private sector issues, seems
to concentrate mainly on the kinds of decisions that are
made in government, that is, in the public sector. Yet it
seems to me that engineers increasingly have to make
similar policy decisions in the private sector where you're
dealing with issues like safety, the environment—those
qualitative kinds of restraints on engineering decisionmaking. It seems that Duke might be a pretty ideal place to
prepare students for going into the private sector, working
as engineers, but working as engineers who are
concerned and who have some background and some
methodology for dealing with policy questions.
Q. How does ethics deal with all sectors of
engineering?
A. Since you're an electrical engineer, let me give an
electrical engineering example. Suppose you design a
CPU for a microcomputer where you will be concerned
with safety. You are going to ground it or else double
insulate it to avoid a shock hazard, because even 120 V
coming out of the wall can kill someone. If you decide
you're going to use conventional grounding, because that
is a "safe" way to do it and it is relatively easy, one of the
things you ought to ask yourself is to what extent are you
relying on the assumption that every one of those CPUs is
going to be plugged into a grounded circuit. If the CPU is
to be used in a home computer, that means you are
relying on something about the homes in America that
you really do not know. As a responsible electrical
engineer, if you were faced with that design problem, I
would think that before you settled on how you were going
to make that CPU safe, you would try to find out what the
probability is that the wall circuits into which these units
are going to be plugged are, in fact, grounded; or else you
would build into the unit at additional cost something that
would not permit it to be powered if it were not plugged
into a grounded circuit, because again you are relying on
the grounded circuit to provide the safety. Then you get
into interesting questions, such as "How much is safety
worth?" Suppose you can put a ground-fault circuit
interrupter in your CPU, and it costs $26, and the CPU
costs somewhere between $200 and $1000. Is that extra
$25 charge worth it? Or do you just leave that up to the
business people of the corporation? Do you say to
yourself, "I'm an engineer. I don't get involved in dollars."
Or does your responsibility as an engineer extend to trying
to maximize safety?

If you want a capsule definition of ethics, it is dealing
with questions where values are in conflict. For the
engineer, some of those values are functionality (that is,
how well does the system work in the engineering sense),
cost, safety, and reliability or maintainability (that is, how
long will it last between repairs). Is it going to go just until
the warranty period expires, then fall apart? The easy ones
to talk about are functionality and cost. We can make
super things that cost so much that no one can afford
them. Although many engineers don't think in those
terms, whenever they make a decision based on values
that are in conflict like that, they have made a decision
about an ethical problem.
In particular, my principal concern is to turn out
engineers who think about ethical issues in the private
sector, for example, if they are in the employ of a company
as opposed to being in the employ of a government
agency like the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration. This type of organization has engineers in
it who are concerned with, for example, safety issues. The
Environmental Protection Agency has engineers who are
concerned with environmental issues. How do you deal
with the situation where there is a trade-off between the
environment and safety? Take as an example the 5 cents
deposit on beverage containers—the so-called bottle bills
that have been passed in a number of states. Those bills
are discouraging the use of cans for beverages in favor of
deposit bottles. The argument is that we clean up the
landscape. Has anyone looked at the increased numbers
of injuries, because glass bottles hurt a lot more people
than cans do? Well over 90,000 injuries a year are
associated with glass beverage bottles. Now that's a
public-oriented decision.
There are decisions analogous to that that have to be
made in the private sector when you decide how to market
something. Do you market it in a glass container? This is
the type of question engineers are going to have to deal
with more and more in the future. The engineers are the
people who have power to use technology to do one thing
or another, and 1 think if you have the power to do A or B,
someone has to make the decision between A or B. I
would argue that it has to be an ethical decision. In our
society decisions have increasingly been made solely on
economic grounds. 1 think the engineer has been
prostituted to tlie businessman, and, if we continue to do
this, there is no way we can call our occupation a
profession. We are going to have to say there are values
intrinsic to engineering design that have to be looked at
and balanced against cost. Cost-benefit analysis would be
one of the techniques 1 would expect an engineer to learn
about in a Policy Sciences program.
In this program in particular, I've been thinking about a
course on risk. Risk is a probabilistic concept. It is an
ethical issue. It is the other side of safety. Another way of
defining safety is as a risk that is acceptable. We might find
some new courses generated out of this cooperation
between Engineering and Policy Sciences. That is one
possibility.
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Q. Why is the theoretical side of engineering stressed
so heavily at Duke as compared to other schools?
A. The reason is to prepare students for dealing with the
technology 20 to 30 years down the road. If we only
prepared you for state-of-the-art technology, you would be
out of date in 10 years. Additionally, the other schools with
which I have been associated put as much emphasis on
the theoretical side of engineering as we do. I'm sure,
however, there are engineering schools that don't. Most of
them would be state universities, since they have a
different obligation from that of the private university.
They have an obligation to prepare people who are going
to help the state with its needs. The private universities
have the luxury of saying that our students are our clients,
not the state legislature. So we can put your needs, as we
perceive them, first. State universities try to do that, but
they have limitations as to what the legislature perceives
they ought to be doing.
Q. Will the raising of the academic honor standards
affect the image of a graduating Duke engineer? If so,
how, and in what respect to the job market?
A. I don't think that will affect the image of the Duke
engineer at all, and I would be very surprised if it affects the
job market, at least for initial jobs, because I think that
initial job offers are, in many cases, tendered before you
know whether or not you have received academic honors.
Q. Should the Engineering School raise its honors
standards to those of Trinity?
A. If Trinity raises its standards, it makes sense for us to.
I think the grade part of it is discounted both by graduate
schools and by the employment market. One could make
an argument for making engineering honor requirements
a little less, but then you get into the nitpicking things like
what they should actually be. There is more to be gained
by maintaining coherence with Trinity and just accepting
the fact that engineering is a difficult undergraduate major
and presumably the engineers get rewarded for that later,
either by admissions to graduate schools or by the jobs
they are offered.
Q. How do the job opportunities for the Duke student
compare with those at other engineering schools?
A. .As far as we can tell, they are a little bit better, both in
terms of the number of companies that interview here per
number of seniors that graduate and also the salary offers
that our students get compared to national averages.
Probably the main reason for this is that we are
recognized as a very selective school (a very difficult
School of Engineering to get into). Therefore, we get
bright students coming in here and basically, we graduate
bright people. The other thing people in industry are
paying increasing attention to is the fact that most of our
engineering graduates are articulate. They can speak,
they can express themselves, and they can write
reasonably well. I think that has to do with the whole
environment at Duke as well as our admissions process,
because we pay attention to those factors in admissions.
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Q. With the lure of high starting salaries, many
undergraduate engineering students are enticed into the
job marketratherthan to graduate school. Do you find
this a problem here at Duke?
A. Yes; it is a short term problem for us in the sense that
it is difficult for all engineering schools to attract well
qualified American applicants to become graduate
students. To the extent that we think our graduate
programs and research programs are important, then it
creates short term problems for us in having to compete
with industry for that same pool of graduates. Long term, it
is a problem for the country as well as for Duke because if
you don't get the well qualified people going into graduate
schools now, we aren't going to have the vast pool of PhDs
we are going to need for faculty in the future. That has
been of such concern that some corporations, universities, and people in federal government have been
exploring over the last year or so ways in which we might
try to encourage students to go into graduate schools to
obtain PhDs and make engineering faculty positions
more attractive to attract more bright young people onto
our faculties.
Q. In closing, what direction would you like to see the
Engineering School take in the future?
A. I think we need to put a high priority on preserving
what we have at the undergraduate level. That is not a new
direction, but it is a caveat to going off in new directions.
The new directions that make the most sense for us are:
first, to explore new areas of research and technology
where we can operate at the cutting edge, where we don't
need a large faculty because we are always going to be a
relatively small school, and where a small group of faculty
members can really make an impact within engineering. I
think we have to single out some of those areas. Second,
we probably need to go in a direction of cooperating more
with industry and obtaining more of our research support
from industry rather than from the federal government.
Private universities and private industry have a lot in
common, and I think we need to explore that. And we
need to get over some of our hang-ups about proprietary
information, about patents, and about not having any
impediments whatsoeverto publishing. Those are difficult
questions, but we need to start working on them. Finally, I
think we have an opportunity at Duke to explore more
cooperative research between Engineering and Arts and
Sciences. If you were to pin me down, I'm not sure where
we can do research by current engineering criteria. The
area of ethics and policy-making might be one of those,
but we would have to change our attitude within
Engineering about what an acceptable PhD thesis is. That
is going to be difficult, but when I look at the success of our
undergraduate program, which is in large part attributable
to the kind of relationship Engineering has with Arts and
Sciences and the whole environment of Duke, I would like
to think we could explore some of those synergistic effects
at the graduate level. That is a longer range goal. •

Mini-Baja
s a change of pace from requried courses and traditional advanced technical electives, a group of junior
and senior MEs participated in an unusual independent
study project this semester. These students built an allterrain vehicle, more affectionately known as the Mini-Baja.
Such all-terrain vehicles, or ATVs, have become
popular recently, particularly in southern California.
Several companies presently specialize in ATV manufacture. An ATV is an excellent design project, since it must
follow numerous specifications in order to handle any
terrain.
The car is being built for a design competition,

Jeff Clark, funds were donated by former supporters of the
Energy-Efficient Vehicle (EEV), a similar design project
previously undertaken by Duke engineers. Several
corporations donated gifts-in-kind.
The vehicle will compete in 14 categories. Judged
categories will be consumer appeal, safety, design and
creativity, and a post-race inspection for wear. The field
competition will justify the name "all-tenain vehicle." After
the vehicle is weighed in order to estimate and compare
fuel comsumption, it will be entered in several race
courses. One will be run drag-race style on firm pavement,
in order to evaluate acceleration, top speed, and braking.
Next, a land maneuverability race will be run through a
dirt, gravel, grass, and mud course. Then the vehicle must
go through a deep watercourse and a hill climb. A flat oval
course, with railroad ties and furrows, will test stability,
balance, and suspension. Finally, the competition will end
with a 10-15 mile, rough-terrain endurance race. Dr. Hight
will then race in a non-judged faculty advisers' race.

sponsored by the University of Maryland and the Society
of Automotive Engineers, which will be held at the
university on May 5-6. While at the competition, Duke
engineers will compete against schools from the eastern
United States and Canada.
Duke's involvement in the competition began last fall,
when Dr. Tim Hight approached some of the students in
his ME 141, Machine Design class. Seniors Gregg Nissly,
Bill Florence, and Paul Pickard requested information and
began to generate interest within the department. Dr.
Hight serves as group adviser.
Students did a fair amount of work last semester,
writing for helpful design information and deciding on
some preliminary specifications. Design engineers
provided quite a bit of information, and their companies
occasionally sent some free parts.
While the group had many meetings in classrooms,
most of the design and construction of the Mni-Baja took
place in the Gothic Garage, located in the basement of the
ME side of the engineering building. Students worked in
smaller groups, such as the brake design group, in
addition to the whole class' efforts.
One problem, which began early and plagued the
group through the entire project, was in fundraising.
Thousands of dollars were needed for parts, labor,
correspondence, travel, and housing at the competition.
The unstable economy made this fundraising particularly
difficult Through the extensive efforts of assistant dean

Because every engineer needs a working knowledge of
economics, the vehicle has cost limitations, and points will
be deducted from an entrant's final score if these costs are
exceeded. The manufactured cost of the vehicle is to be
$1350 or less. Cost evaluation will be based on wholesale
prices for the manufacture of 4000 units per year. Labor
costs will also be taken into consideration, determined
from the time necessary to fabricate parts and assemble
the vehicle. Overhead costs will also be included. The
value of all donated parts will be considered as well.
Points will also be deducted for penalties, such as
hitting pylons, reckless driving, and safety violations.
Further instructions in these areas will be explained at the
competition.
Although the project has been a considerable amount
of work, the Mini-Baja participants gained beneficial firsthand "real-life engineering" experience. Through the help
of many people, such as Jeff Clark, Loretta Shaw of the
dean's office, Lewis W. Pifer (class of '39) who welded the
frame, private and corporate donators, and design
engineers from numerous corporations, the project,
despite its many problems, has been a success.
The group's rising seniors now have the necessary
experience which will be advantageous to a similar
undertaking next year. As for now, the Mini-Baja group is
looking forward to the upcoming competition and plans
to give it the best effort possible. •
Heather Duncan is a junior in Mechanical Engineering.
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E-Systems continues
the tradition of
the world's great problem solvers.
Maxwell's electromagnetic field theory led to
huge practical scientific
advances. His light theory
led to his own development
of one of the first color
photos and the kinetic
theory of gasses.
Scientists and engineers at E-Systems are
carrying on in the tradition of
Maxwell's genius. Today,
they are solving some of the
world's toughest problems
in electronically steered
phased array antennas,
electromagnetic scattering
and solar ray concentration,
using his findings as tools.
E-Systems is main-

taining a reputation for
designing and building
communications, data,
antenna, intelligence and
reconnaissance systems
that are often the first-of-akind in the world.
For a reprint of the
Maxwell illustration and
information on career
opportunities with E-Systems in Texas, Florida,
Indiana, Utah or Virginia,

write: Lloyd K. Lauderdale,
V.P. — Research and Engineering, E-Systems,
Corporate Headquarters,
P.O. Box 226030, Dallas,
Texas 75266.

E-SYSTEMS
The problem solvers.

An equal opportunity employer M F H. V

Are You Game?
by ANITA J. HILL

A

phrase spoken very rarely around the Engineering
building is, "Engineering is all fun and games!" This
phrase is muttered even less frequently atfinalexam time.
(In fact, probably not a single person has ever even thought
about saying those words at all.) However, come the last
day of spring semester classes when Trinity students are
feeling that pre-exam anxiety, the "gear-heads" are whooping it up at the Engineering Games.
Lured to the festivities with promises of free food and
beer, students and faculty alike observe and participate in
the ESG sponsored Engineering Games. The four
disciplines (BME, CE, EE and ME) compete in 10 games
including the Shaving Cream Race, the Chugging Relay,
the Egg Toss, and the Tug of War. But the most physically
rigorous competition takes place in a shopping cart.
Three guys and one faculty member carry a shopping
cart, filled with a girl, up and down a hill as fast as they can.
The girl must chug a beer at the top and the bottom of the
hill before they can continue. At the last Games, the ME's
had a small problem in the fact that the same girl who rode
in their cart had just finished the chugging relay. Things

were fine until the girl fell out of the shopping cart on her
third time down the hill. It had something to do with her
center of mass creating a moment over the rail of the cart,
or something like that.
Sarah Maugh attended her first Games as a freshman.
"It's a great way to meet professors," she said. "One of my
teachers beaned me in the head during a game of
bombardment. I think he felt so sorry for me that he gave
me an A." The games are a fun competition that allow
engineers to take their frustrations out on each other with
a rubber ball rather than on an IBM Personal Computer
with the heel of their foot. •
Anita J. Hill is a sophomore in Mechanical Engineering-

lb

ACTIVITY PROFILE:
by SARAH

Society of
Women Engineers

I

n today's society one often hears about the scarcity of
women engineers and that women engineers are "in
demand." At Duke, however, women in engineering are
far from scarce as more than 25% of the undergraduate
enrollment in the school of engineering is female.
Recognizing the need for women to share their
experiences and interests in engineering, a student
section of the Society of Women Engineers was started at
Duke. The society began as a club and then in 1980 Mary
Jo Rimkus ('82) worked to charter the Duke group as a
chapter of the national Society of Women Engineers.
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MAUGH
The national organization was founded in 1950 by
small groups of women engineers in Boston, New York,
Philadelphia, and Washington D.C. In 1952, SWE was
incorporated as a non-profit, educational service
organization. Today there are over 11,000 professional
and student engineers in the society.
The purpose of SWE, according to president Liisa
Kuhn, is "To help each other succeed in our careers and
to encourage other women to become engineers." These
goals are met through the various activities that the
chapter has done, including sponsoring lectures and
seminars, going on plant tours, and attending SWE
conferences at other schools. Within the past year the
Duke section has sponsored several lectures and
seminars. Among these are "Microwaves Applied to
Cancer Research" by Dr. Joines, "Power Electronics" by
Dr. Owen, "Women's Careers in Energy" by Westinghouse
Electric, and a movie "The Last Epidemic" about the
consequences of nuclear warfare. The chapter also
conducted a summer job program.
Plant tours are another educational service provided by
SWE. Recent trips have included tours of the NASA
Langley Reseach Center, the Shearon Harris Nuclear
Power Plant, IBM at Research Triangle Park, and Duke's
own Hyperbaric Chamber, home of record breaking dives.
Many of Duke's SWE m e m b e r s have attended
conferences at other schools. In 1982, several women
went to Georgia Tech for a regional conference and to the
University of Michigan at Ann Arbor for a national
convention. At the national convention, the Duke chapter
was awarded $100 and a plaque for being the best new
student section in the Southeast. In February of this year,
some of the women attended another regional conference
at Vanderbilt University in Nashville, Tennessee. At these
conferences, hundreds of SWE members from around
the country attend workshops and seminars on topics
ranging from job interviewing to family planning.
The society also serves as a social organization,
allowing its members the opportunity to talk with other
engineers (men and women). Besides conducting regular
business meetings, the chapter had a Chartering
Banquet, met with SWE members from North Carolina
State University, and got together with professional SWE
members in the North Carolina area.
In all, the Society of Women Engineers plays an
important part in the lives of many Duke Engineering
students by providing them the opportunity to learn more
about their careers and to be more successful in
engineering. •
Sarah Maugh is a sophomore
in
Mechanical
Engineering.

HAVE
YOG MET?
by MAHMOUD SAYAN I
Teaching and research are more intensive and
intermingled at a smaller engineering school like Duke
when compared to Texas A&M University, the nation's
largest engineering school. So holds Dr. Mrinmay 'Moy'
Biswas, a new CE associate professor, citing this as one of
the reasons for his coming here.
Dr. Biswas comes from Texas A&M, where he has
taught since 1979 while holding a joint position with Texas
Transportation Institute. While there he developed a
method for rehabilitation of bridges 30 years or older.
Prior to starting his teaching career in Texas, Dr. Biswas
had worked extensively in the industry, and is a registered
Professional Engineer licensed in New York and Texas. He
entered the consulting industry in New York in 1968 while
working on his doctorate research on Homology in
Structures used for the design of radio telescope
antennas, at the University of Virginia. During his 11 years'
stay in industry, Dr. Biswas was involved in the design of
bridges, stadiums, marine structures, nuclear power
plants, and fusion reactors. He was employed, at various

times, with Ebasco Services Inc., Stone and Webster
Engineering Corp., and URS/Madigan Praeger Inc.
Innovative structural engineering, involving both
analysis and design, comprises Dr. Biswas' main research
interest at Duke. He is currently working on structural
stability of frames and automated optimum design of
structures, the latter in conjunction with Dr. Melosh,
chairman of CE. He also plans to stay involved in the
rehabilitation of infrastructure systems. Dr. Biswas
explained that a vast number of components of the
American infrastructure system, like highway bridge
structures, were built in about a decade after the end of
World War II and are now in dire need of extensive
maintenance, repair, and rehabilitation efforts. He believes
that considerable engineering ingenuity and effort will be
needed to develop new structural systems and materials
for this effort.
Dr. Biswas is currently teaching Reinforced Concrete
Design and will later be offering courses in Advanced and
Prestressed Concrete Design, and Structural Mechanics.
Other reasons he mentions for his move are Duke's
excellent reputation for research, his familiarity with the
area, and the opportunity of working with a smaller
number of better students.
Dr. Biswas received his Bachelor's from the Indian
Institute of Technology, and his Master's from the
University of Virginia. He and his wife, Susana, have two
daughters and one son. •
Mahmoud Sayani is a junior in Biomedical Engineering.
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Remembering • • •

A

fter taking a good deal of time to reflect, 1 would like
to express some thoughts about Dean Aleksandar
S. Vesic. I feel that 1 am in a unique position to have seen
Dean Vesic from several different perspectives due to our
dean-student relationship in the mid- to late-seventies, and
more recently as his Assistant Dean for Development and
Alumni Affairs.
As a student, I appreciated Dean Vesic's strong interest
in student input and his constant desire to incorporate
students' opinions into his decision making. I clearly
remember the annual dinner that Dean and Mrs. Vesic
held at their home for the members of the Engineering
Student Government and the Presidents of the Professional Societies. Through this event, the other students
and I understood that our work for the School was indeed
important. The engineers have always been a tight-knit
group of individuals who, although spread across the
campus, think of the engineering building as home. 1 have
often thought that Dean Vesic's special attention to the
students' needs and wishes helped foster the Engineeering School's special atmosphere.
As Assistant Dean for Development and Alumni Affais, I
was fortunate to see other sides of Dean Vesic. I was
constantly amazed at his intelligence; Alex was brilliant.
For example, he was fluent in four languages, was almost
fluent in six more, and could read and write to a more
limited extent in yet several other languages. In addition to
being one of the world's most distinguished scholars in

the field of soil mechanics, he was also an expert in bridge
design for which he received numerous awards as a
young engineer. As befits a true gentleman, Alex also was
well versed in the arts, history, politics, and the corporate
world. There seemed to be no end to his breadth of
knowledge, or to his ability to apply it to a myriad of
situations.
Dean Vesic believed very much in our School of
Engineering. When we would make joint development
calls, it was a pleasure to be present as he painted a picture
of the School's history, its current status, and its goals. I
became fully aware that Alex was totally dedicated to the
fulfillment of a dream—that the School of Engineering at
Duke be one of the very best engineering schools in the
nation. He gave 18 years of his life to this task and his
efforts for the School substained a remarkable period of
growth.
1 feel truly fortunate that 1 was able to know Alex on these
different levels, for my own life has been enriched through
that relationship. I am confident that Dean Vesic's
aspirations and vision will continue to live on through his
students, his friends, and his colleagues. Most importantly,
I know that we in the School, faculty and students alike, as
well as the alumni, will do everything in our power to
further Dean Vesic's dream since he made us realize his
dream as our own. •
B. Jefferson Clark, BSE '78
Assistant Dean
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The Way We Are

Letters and Opinions
The DukEngineer encourages all students,
faculty, and alumni to share their opinions and
ideas with the Engineering School. Drop your
letter in the Dean's office or write to: DukEngineer, School of Engineering, Duke University,
Durham, NC 27706.

Dear DukEngineer, Dean Pearsall, and Dean Shepard:
The fall issue of DukEngineer has two articles of special
importance which I feel should be followed up in depth if
Duke is to remain a top engineering school. The articles
were "From the Dean/Linus vs. Leonardo" and "I'm an
Engineer—I don't have to know how to write..."
I have had some unpleasant experiences with engineers
and technicians who cannot properly read or write but still
have university degrees, especially since 1 have been
operating my own engineering business. In 1943, when I
first sat down at a drawing board in an engineering office,
it was obvious that in order to do a proper drafting job I had
to be able to read, write, and communicate. English was
my worst subject (my Duke grades will verify this);
however, in the late 1940's and 1950's, we Dukengineers
had to take grammar, composition, speech, technical
writing, and a special course designed for engineers in
history and economics—all in the liberal arts school—as
well as the math and science. In fact, I checked once and
believe I found engineers had sufficient required English
semester hours to have a minor in English under liberal
arts standards. What happened? The protesting '60's
caused a lot of the basics (drudgery courses) to be
dropped. What does this mean? To the young
engineering grad: Disaster.
We recently finished an energy conversion design, and
the construction was completed for a central school
district. One of my employees, who had a degree from a
state university but could not express himself in writing
and could not spell, did the major portion of drafting. His
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work had to be checked 100% by the company secretary
for spelling and grammar (lost time). The comments from
the school superintendent, when I complained of allowing
a student to graduate when he was so deficient, were,
"Fire him). You can't keep someone like that." Yet, where
is the real responsibility? The employee had his diploma
and degree, on which the school stated he was qualified;
he was not.
Since then, I have seen one graduate licensed P.E., one
engineer with an M.S. in engineering, and one
draftsperson with all A's in English in high school and
college who cannot spell or write. Further investigation
with some of the state university professors where I guest
lecture indicated that the lack of understanding of
grammar, spelling, and composition among high school
graduates is a major problem, especially since a great
many high school and college teachers do not even
recognize these inadequacies.
With computers taking over, they will also reflect the
lack of being able to communicate in writing effectively. 1
have seen this in the written instructions we have with both
the software and the hardware we have for our
microcomputer. This then means major problems for the
American technical work force if it is not corrected, and
corrected quickly. This country cannot tolerate the lost
time and errors caused by poor communications.
I had a discussion with the late Dean Vesic on drafting,
as I find part of the "communications gap" is because
engineering students no longer have to take drafting and
analytical geometry like we had to in the late '40's. The
drafting and design course required proper English, and I
found in industry that engineers without a good
understanding of these basics were lacking in the ability to
immediately grasp the total concept and intent of the
drawing, something which definitely affected their output
and customer relations.
In my international engineering associations, I have not
found this in engineers educated in their native lands
(mainly European engineers); they could communicate,
and most of them could do so in more than one language.

We must compete on the world market; our present lack
of being able to compete is one of the causes of our
economic problems—look at textiles, autos, and steel, for
instance. To do so, we mustcommunicate effectively. Our
education system had the responsibility to motivate
students to accept this. Let Duke be the leader in
providing the proper tools for the engineer to do his job,
which includes those (to me) drudgery courses in English,
etc. They are just as important as algebra or statics.
If an engineering student cannot gain the liberal arts
requirements for proper communications, he should not
receive a degree, as the one who will hurt the most is the
graduate who cannot do his job.
John D. Rusack, P.E.
(B.S.M.E. 1951)

Dear DukEngineer and Dr. Shepard:
1 thoroughly enjoyed your recent article in the
DukEngineer on the inadequate training received by
engineers in communications skills. As an engineering
manager with the Navy Department, I face this problem
daily.
I was fortunate to work for 11 years with Admiral
Rickover, who was a stickler for precise, understandable
communication. A typical comment from him about a
staff letter:" If that is what it means, why doesn't it say it? Fix
it." Rickover also drilled into his staff the importance of
using a "facts, discussion, action format" for technical
letters and reports.
Your suggestion that engineering students take
courses requiring term papers and reports is well taken.
However, 1 am concerned that most of these courses will
not prepare students for writing technical papers. For this
reason, I suggest you consider adding a seminar for all
seniors on "Technical Communication." Students in the
seminar should be assigned short technical papers and
reports, to be critiqued by the whole class. There is
nothing that motivates like the exposure of your work to
constructive criticism by peers. Sentence and paragraph
construction should also be covered.
I will be happy to supply you with suggestions on topics
and format, if you decide to run the seminar.
Don't give up on training engineers to think clearly and
write a coherent sentence. Best of luck.
W. E. Brown
Class of 1970

Dear DukEngineer.
Upon thumbing through the Spring Volume (Vol. 44,
No. 2), I was surprised to note on page 6 a photograph
taken by me in 1974. The photo was taken on the
Blueridge Parkway during Project Wild 74, which was an
orientation program held for incoming undergrads.
Although I'm flattered that you have chosen my photo
as a "filler," I'm dismayed that you should do so without
giving byline or credit.

Please don't let this note deter your fine efforts with the
publication but attention to this sort of detail will enhance
the journal. Good luck in future publications.
Samuel G. Joseph, D.O.
Editor's note: the DukEngineer does not intentionally
omit credit for any photograph. The problem is that
hundreds of file pictures have no information as to their
source. Efforts are being made, however, to record this
information with future photographs.

Dear DukEngineer and Ms. Vild:
To show you that 1 read the DukEngineer, 1 am replying
to your editorial in your most recent issue.
Everything is fine except your discussion of
Eratosthenes, not spelled with an "i". And while it would
be all right to observe sticks that are just 30 miles apart,
with the most northernly one not casting a shadow, this is
not the correct Eratosthenes story.
The correct story is that Eratosthenes lived in
Alexandria, a city that was located about 7° north of the
Tropic of Cancer. Near or on the Tropic of Cancer was the
town of Syene, and it was in Syene that it was known that
the sun's rays shown (sic) vertically downward on the first
day of summer. On that same day the sun's rays were 7°
away from the vertical in Alexandria. Using this inclination
angle as the latitude difference between the two cities, and
estimating the land distance between the two cities,
Eratosthenes was able to calculate the size of the earth.
The actual land distance between the two localities was
about 500 miles.
Please continue to "hold these concepts and ideas up
to the light and examine them from every angle..." lt was
by doing this to such concepts as entropy and enthalpy
that caused me to be steered from engineering into
physics.
Harold P. Stephenson
Professor of Physics
Pfeiffer College
(Duke, BSME'47, MA'49, Ph.D.'52)

Dear DukEngineer.
How many of us have ever walked past empty
classrooms while their lights continue to illuminate them?
As future leaders in this world of technological efforts
toward higher efficiencies and energy savings, why can't
each of us make a very small personal commitment
toward these goals? How about turning off the lights in an
empty room?
For all engineers who like to solve problems, which
requires more energy: A person walking five feet out of his
way to turn off a room full of lights or keeping that room
fully lit for hours, for none to see?
Try the calculation; then try that five foot walk. The
exercise and the energy will be good for all of us.
Brian Savoie
Senior, Mechancial Engineering
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Expand the mind
of the microchip.
Remember when electronic
calculators were considered
a luxury? Well, consider this
sign seen recently outside a
gasoline station in Schenectady, New York: "Free calculator with an oil change."
That's just one sign of the
enormous impact microchips have had on the way
we do everything - from
banking to game-playing.
But how will we use microchips that are smarter,
faster, more reliable, and
less expensive to design?
How will these new micro-

chips be used to improve
systems, products, and processes? As one GE engineer puts it, "The sky's the
limit!"
That sky is replete with a
number of integrated circuit
concepts that GE is applying right now.
There's the custom IC, a
chip that performs highly
specialized functions. Traditionally, creating this chip
has been an expensive,
time-consuming job. So
we're working on ways to
cut design time and cost.
We're using computeraided design (CAD) to
design and simulate chips
right on computer screens.
We're also developing
gate arrays, a system that

allows you to build inexpensive prototype chips that
can be "played" in systems
before the final design is
fixed.
Another area that GE is
developing is VLSI (Very
Large Scale Integrated)
circuits. These ICs will
eventually squeeze one
million transistors onto a
single chip.
Where will all this super
electronic power be
applied 9 GE engineering
manager Don Paterson
sees it this way:
"At GE you can innovate
from the system down to the
chip to create.. .whatever
ignites your imagination."
In other words, you can
dream it.. .and do it.

WE BRING GOOD THINGS TO LIFE
An equal opportunity employer.

Board of Visitors Meeting
The School of Engineering's Board
of Visitors held an on-campus meeting on March 24 and 25 in conjunction
with the Engineering Alumni Awards
Banquet on the 25th. The Board,
comprised of twenty alumni and
friends of the School, met and
discussed the School's Graduate and
Research Programs. The Board's
major function is to provide recommendations and assistance to the
School and University Administration
on matters relating to the School of
Engineering such as curriculum,
facilities, operations, and development.

1983 Senior Class Gift—
Vesic Memorial Endowment
As their gift to the School, the
Engineering Seniors have decided to
establish a book endowment for the
new library and to name the endowment in honor of the late Dean
Aleksandar S. Vesic. At a senior class
meeting in February, members of the
Class of 1983 voted to finance an
endowment fund in order to provide
the School with additional research
literature and reference books. Senior
Class President Dave Strickland, who
is in charge of the seniors' fund
raising effort, stated that the overall
class goal is $30,000. The suggested

pledge amount is $350 per senior,
although any size contribution will be
accepted and may be paid over a fiveyear period. The class is aiming for
80% participation with the project.

12M Campaign
In last year's spring issue, The
DukEngineer reported that the 12M
Campaign shattered the $5 million
mark in late February. Now, only a
year later and only two years after the
formal announcement of the Campaign, the School is within $180,000
of reaching the $7 million mark. The
School of Engineering is indebted to
the generosity of the Nello L. Teer
family of Durham in addition to faculty
members, students, alumni, parents,
friends, corporations, and foundations for their gifts to a goal that is so
vital to the growth and excellence of
the School of Engineering.

Engineering Telethon
E. T., the Engineering Telethon,
is phoning home and the payoffs have been remarkable.
Thanks to the help of almost 200
telethon volunteers and the generosity of its alumni, the School of Engineering, in only ten hours, raised
$75,874.58 in pledges (or 66% of its
Annual Fund Goal of $115,000) from
835 contributions. This total of

$75,874.58 does not even include
$22,770 which is expected from
matching gift programs, lt is important and exciting to realize that 365 or
44% of the telethon pledges were
from alumni who had never given
before or from alumni who increased
their pledges. Their combined pledges
resulted in $30,747.74 of "new
money" for the School.
Again this year engineering students, faculty members, and local
alumni volunteered their time to call
the School's alumni (maybe you were
one of them) as a part of the Annual
Fund Telethon. The results of the
telethon have been incredible. Not
only did alumni respond generously
to the School's needs through pledged
support, but, even more importantly,
stronger ties developed between
students and alumni. Students and
alumni alike, appreciating one another
as a valuable resource, took advantage of the opportunity to share and
compare experiences. Students were
able to provide information about
faculty members, the new Nello L.
Teer Engineering Library Building,
and other changes at Duke and the
School of Engineering. Similarly,
insights about the job market and
interviewing or information about
"the way we were" proved beneficial
to students.
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School of Engineering
12M Campaign Progress Report
February 17, 19831

Annual Giving
Program Support
Gifts-In-Kind
Endowment
Teer Building

PRE. F.Y.
80-81
—
—
—
517,962.97
491,741.83
$1,009,668.80

F.Y.
80-81
95,612.75
468,794.42
199,400.00
26,040.00
652,876.00
$1,442,723.17

F.Y.
81-82
114,138.82
668,569.54
80,871.00
39,061.00
2,294,515.43
$3,197,155.79

F.Y.*
82-83

F.Y.
83-84
—
—
—
—
—

103,108.30
562,852.90
64,894.00
26,637.24
315,137.50
$1,072,629.94
Investment Income
Total

TOTALS
$ 312,859.87
1,700,216.86
345,165.00
609,665.21
3,754,27076
$6,722,177.70*
95,019.42*
$6,817,197.12*

"Through February 6, 1983

Engineering Annual Fund
Thanks to the generosity of parents,
friends, and alumni, the School of
Engineering is well on its way to
reaching its 1982-83 Engineering
Annual Fund Goal of $115,000. The
School is currently 69% over last
year's totals for the corresponding
time period. This is due in large part
to the tremendous response to the
School's Annual Fund Telethons and
to the recently formed Dean's Club.
There are currently three "gift
clubs" which are open to engineering
alumni and parents. The William
Preston Few Association, named for
Duke University's first president,
recognizes Annual Fund donors of
$5,000 and up. The Washington
Duke Club, Duke's oldest giving club,
recognizes the Annual Fund donors
of $1,000 and more. Established in
1981, the Dean's Club is a graduated
giving club with special appeal for
younger alumni. Annual Fund contributions at the following levels
qualify for membership in the Dean's
Club:
Classes of 1906-1971
Classes of 1972-1976
Classes of 1977-1982

$500
$300
$100

Charter membership in the Dean's
Club will remain open through June
30,1983, and each charter member's
name will be permanently inscribed
on a handsome plaque in the Dean's
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Office complex of the Nello L Teer
Engineering Library Building. Similarly, each gift club will have a plaque
located in the Dean's Office complex
in order to list current donors.
Corporate matching gift benefits can
be applied to club memberships.
We are delighted that 143 alumni
and 7 parents have joined one of
these gift clubs this year. As of
February 6, 1983, the members of
these giving clubs are as follows:
William Preston Few Association: Howard
M Winterson '39T.
Washington Duke Club: Kenneth T. Knight,
Jr. '33E; Charles P. Ballenger, Jr. '36E; Harold
Lee Flowers '38E; Arthur M. Alpert '41E;
Charles H. Holley '41E; Robert R. Everett '42E;
Richard B. Wells, Jr. '42E; M Thomas Hatley,
Jr. '43E; Charles W. Hill '43E; Donald H. Sterett
'44E; E. Ray Bucher, Jr. '45E; Fitzgerald S.
Husdon '46E; Alvin R. Murphy, Jr. '46E; Harry
S. Progler, III '46E; Arthur E. Wheeler '47E;
Robert Edward Lee, Jr. '48E; Joel E. Martin
'48E; Emmett H. Bradley '49E; Robert E.
Haines '49E; Joe J. Robnett, Jr. '49E; T.
Edward Torgerson '49E; Charles E. Callahan
'50E; William David Beck, Jr. '56E; Ben Milton
Frizzell, Jr. '57E; F. Sherwood Lewis '58E; C.
Leland Bassett '59E; R. Eugene Goodson
'59E; William K. West, Jr. '59E; James N.
Barton '60E; Robert A. Garda '61E; Ralph Fred
Spinnler '61E; Cleveland C. Kern '62E; Roger
M. Williams '62E; Ronald W. Rau '64E; William
G. Fry '69E; Henry W. Little, Jr. '70E; Kenneth
H. Pugh '70E; Clyde R. Butler, Jr. '74E; Andrew
L. Kirby '80E.
Dean's Club: Joseph R. Chamberlain '25E;
W. Brewster Snow '32E; William E. Apple, Jr.
'34E; Frederick W. Neu '34E; Sidney L.
Kauffman '36E; William M. Stube '37E;

Charles R. Vail '37E; C. Neal Fleming '42E;
William R. Griffith '42E; Clair H. Gingher, Jr.
'43E; Richard James Lynch '43E; Arthur J.
McGrane '43E; William C. Dackis '44E; Joseph
T. Myers '44E; A. Coolidge Elkins '45E;
Samson J. Procopion '45E; William J. Scanlon
'45E; George C. Hoke '47E; Edward L.
Koffenberger '47E; Addison T. McCarrick III
'47E; George C. Dannals '49E; Richard L
Combs '51E; Edgar C Fox, Jr. '51E; Norman
R. Frame, Jr. '51E; William E. James '51E;
Charles W. Treat '51E; William B. Wilmer'51E;
Preston J. Tracey '52E; Donald A. Calleson
'54E; Kirvan H. Pierson, Jr. '54E; John R.
Larsen '55E; Richard Duffey Manuel '56E;
Charles T. Lindsay, Jr. '58E; Robert Wade
Phillips, Jr. '58E; James W. Redmont, Jr. '58E;
Wilber Clarence Stewart '58E; C. Ray Caudle
'60E; Joseph M Hunt III '61E; Thomas R.
Styers, Jr. '61E; James T. Gobbel, Jr. '62E;
Charles L. Grossman '63E; James F. Rabenhorst '64E; Robert R. Wonsidler '64E; Robert H.
Wyatt, Jr. '64E; Robert E. Bergen '66E; Lester
Hill '66E; John Bee Coogler '67E; Howard P.
McJunkin, Jr. '67E; D. Michael Holloway '68E;
C. David White '68E; Alan L Detwiler '72E;
David W. Kibler 72E; Robert Ryoichi Ando
'73E; William Edward Cowart, Jr. '73E; Mark
Alan Dale '73E; William Joseph Hanenberg
'73E; Hugo Schmidt, Jr. '73E; Lida Whitaker
'73E; J a m e s Franklin McAlister, Jr. '74E;
Nicholas Henry Sherman '74E; Peggy Lawson
Asplund '75E; Mark C. Bussmann '75E; David
F. Cammerzell '75E; Donald J. Ennen '75E;
Dwight J. Kernodle, Jr. '76E; Sims B. Demere
'77E; George R. Graham '77E; Robert T.
Kraemer, Jr. '77E; Peter C. Ballhaussen 78E:
James M. Buchanan '78E; R. Allan Butler '78E;
B. Jefferson Clark '78E; Herman Cone III 78E;
Mark A. Guthrie '78E; Mikkel A. Hansen 78E:
Cloyd Stanley Mcllvaine '78E; Nancy Rheams
Sellers '78E; Scott V. Sellers '78E; Randall T
Smith '78E; Gregory S. Wolcott '78E; George
Andrew Bauer III 79E; Jessie Gettliffe 79E;
William John Kitzmiller 79E; Frederick Sidney

Lancaster 7 9 E ; Joseph Michael Luchetski
7 9 E ; Scott Fugate Midkiff 7 9 E ; Steven
Edward Platnik 79E; Sidney Brower Senium,
Jr. 79E; Suzanne Marion Beaumont '80E;
Beverly Ann Bosse '80E; Antoinette M Cecere
'80E; Pedro Carlos Fenjves '80E; David Griffith
Inman '80E; Mary Patricia Jordan '80E; Eric
Randall Peterson '80E; James David Povejsil
'80E; Christopher Martin Relyea '80E; Jean
Patricia Wilson '80E; Wilton Dale Alston '81E;
Gary Tipton Davis '81E; Karla Drew Gagnon
'81E; Susan Liebmann '81E; David L Sheppard '81E; Elizabeth Anne Hinzelman '82E.
Parents Washington Duke Club: Mr. and
Mrs. Harvey C. Allison; Dr. and Mrs. Harry K.
Daugherty; Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Mitchell, Jr.;
Mr. and Mrs. John Francis Ryan.
Parents Dean's Club: Mr. and Mrs. Clyde R.
Butler; Mr. Robert C. McDowell; Dr. and Dr.
Malcolm R. Patterson.

car to the Mechanical Engineering
and Materials Science Department
for research purposes and for
undergraduate and graduate instructional use.
• Digital Equipment donated two
CRT. Terminals (BT 100) and a
LA/IV Graphics Printer to be used
in the Electrical Engineering
computer facilities.
• Schlumberger donated two microcomputer development systems
to be used in the Electrical Engineering Mcro-Computer Laboratories.

Endowment
Program Support
This component of the Campaign
continues to show remarkable growth.
Our original goal for the 1982-83
fiscal year was $500,000; through
2/6/83, we have exceeded this goal
by $62,852.90 and nearly five months
remain in the fiscal year.
We would like to recognize the
following new commitments which
have been received since 9/5/82.
• General Electric made a $90,000
grant for the development of a
laboratory program in the field of
intergrated circuit engineering.
• Ohaus Scales Corporation made a
gift-in-kind of four electronic
balances to be used in the Mechanical and Biomedical Engineering
Departments in their undergraduate teaching labs.
• Flanders Filters made a gift-inkind of filtration equipment for the
new Semiconductor Research
Laboratory.
• Marshall Oil Company donated a
hybrid electric-gasoline powered

The endowment component of the
12M Campaign has recently received
two new pledges of support. An
undergraduate scholarship has been
established by Clair H. Gingher, Jr.
(BSME '47) of Greensboro, North
Carolina, in memory of his father. The
Class of 1983 voted to establish a
book endowment for the School and
the Nello L Teer Engineering Library
Building. This endowment will be
named in memory of the late Dean
Aleksandar S. Vesic. We thank these
individuals who have committed their
support to the future of Duke Engineering.

Nello L. Teer Engineering
Library Building
Since the official groundbreaking
ceremony last September, construction on the library has continued at a
steady pace. The frame of the lower
floors has been constructed and
provides enough structure to hang
one's imagination and anticipation
on.

Progress also continues to be
m a d e with the funding for the
building. The School is now only
$200,000 away from its goal for the
funding of the base project. Although
additional funds will be needed to
equip the research laboratories and
renovate the current building, the
School of Engineering is putting its
sights on $200,000 and redoubling its
efforts in order to finish Phase I of the
12M Campaign.
Numerous gifts ranging from $5 to
$1,000 and above have revealed the
broad base of support which the
project has received. We would like to
thank all those who have supported
the School by contributing to the Teer
Library Building. Finalizing the funding for the library remains the
School's highest priority.
Mr. A.E. Finleyfrom Raleigh, North
Carolina, Dr. John A. Cocke, '45E,
and Mr. Henry W. Little, '70E, have
made recent additional gifts to this
project. We are very grateful to their
generosity and continued support.

DukEngineer
The DukEngineer is the official
student magazine of the School of
Engineering, published twice
yearly. Any freshman or upperclassman interested in working on the
magazine should contact the
editor or Associate Dean Marion
Shepard thru the Dean's Office.
An introductory meeting will also
be held in early February. We need
writers, photographers, copy editors, and general helpers. Get
involved early in your years at
Duke—the DukEngineer is a great
way to meet people around the
Engineering School.
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Professor Robert Hochmuth has received a three-year
National Institutes of Health grant in the amount of
$238,701 (direct costs) for research on "Dissipation in
Red Cell Membrane." In 1982, he presented invited
papers on this topic at Howmedica, Inc. (Groton, CT). The
Annual Conference on Engineering in Medicine and
Biology (Philadelphia, PA), and the New York Academy of
Sciences International Conference on Surface Phenomena
in Hemorheology. Also, he has recently authored or
coauthored six research papers which have appeared in
the Biophysical Journal (July, 1982; April, 1983), The
Journal of Cell Biology (July, 1982), the Annual Review
of Biophvsics and Bioengineering (1982), and Science
(April, 1983).
Judy Bunch, a Duke graduate of 1976, returned this
spring to interview students for summer jobs with the
Food and Drug Administration. We encourage all alumni
to consider Duke students for the same.
Dr. Howard G. Clark was the Duke coordinator for a
workshop entitled "Developing the Biotechnology
Component of Engineering: Needs and Opportunities."
The workshop was conducted by the North Carolina
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Biotechnology Center in cooperation with University
Engineers and Scientists. It was designed to address the
engineering needs in various biotechnical industries. The
event was limited to about 100 persons nationwide and
was held on April 12-15 last year.
Dr. Robert Plonsey, Professor of Biomedical Engineering at Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland, OH,
will join the Biomedical Engineering Department faculty
in July, 1983. Dr. Plonsey has been on the faculty of Case
Western since 1957, and served as chairman of the
Biomedical Engineering department there from 1976 to
1980. He was president of the Biomedical Engineering
Society from April, 1981, to April, 1982, and is currently
Chairman of the Biomedical Engineering Division of the
American Society of Engineering Education (1982-83). In
addition, Dr. Plonsey became a Fellow of the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers in 1977, having
served as vice president of the IEEE Group on
Engineering in Medicine and Biology from 1970 to 1972
and as its president from 1972 to 1974. From July, 1980
through July, 1981, Dr. Plonsey was a Visiting Professor of
Biomedical Engineering at Duke University while holding
a Senior National Institutes of Health Postdoctoral
Fellowship. •

CIVIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
Dr. Miguel A. Medina, Jr., Associate Professor of Civil
Engineering, has been appointed Chairman of the Duke
University Research Council effective September 1982.
This two year position is made by the University Provost,
based on recommendations from the Executive
Committee of the Academic Council. The Research
Council disperses an annual budget of $250,000 toward
faculty research in Trinity College, the Law School, the
Business School, Forestry and Environmental Studies,
and the Engineering School. This is university money
which, in many cases, helps younger faculty establish
themselves in research projects.
Dr. Mrinmay Biswas has joined the Civil Engineering
Department from Texas ASM University where he was an
Associate Professor in Civil Engineering. He earned his
Ph.D. at the University of Virginia in Applied Mechanics
and is a licensed PE. in New York and Texas. (See "Have
You Met?" on page 17.)
Dr. Wilson has returned from sabbatical at the University
of Melbourne in Australia. There he presented two
technical papers entitled "Non-Linear Dynamics in Ocean
Structures" and "Robotic Actuators and Animal
Structures."
Professor Henry Petroski has published "When Cracks
Become Breakthroughs" in the August/September 1982
issue of Technology Review. The feature article deals with
problems of fatigue and fracture in engineering structures
and discusses lessons to be learned from structural
failures. The ideas are illustrated with examples which
include the collapse of the Hyatt Regency Hotel walkways,
the safety of nuclear reactor pressure vessels, and the
durability of children's toys. •

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
The new semiconductor fabrication laboratory has begun
to be used with the Integrated Circuit Engineering course
(EE 218) this semester. The first process to be made
operational is photolithography for transferring mask
patterns to silicon wafers.
The VLSI design work station based on a DEC VAX
11 /750 became available in January. This system permits
rapid component layout and extraction of the circuit for
simulation of the circuit operation.
The number of graduate students in Electrical Engineering has increased to 55.
The signal processing laboratory has added a DEC 11/23
PLUS for signal processing research.
Dr. Rhett George is president of the Duke Phi Beta Kappa
chapter this year.

Dr. Craig Casey is chairman of the 1983 IEEE Device
Research Conference to be held June 20-22 in Burlington,
VT.
Dr. Harry Owen has written a program for the MV/8000
that provides information on the undergraduate and
graduate programs. Any student may log-on the
computer and obtain all the information necessary to
meet their degree requirements.
A Microbot alpha-robot was obtained with a grant from
Bethlehem Steel and is being used in the Control Systems
course (EE 199). •

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND
MATERIALS SCIENCE
Dr. Alician V. Quinlan joined our faculty on Jaunary 1,
1983, as Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
and Associate Professor of Environmental Engineering.
S h e has served as a member of the Mechanical
Engineering faculty at MIT for the past six years. Her
research activities are interdisciplinary in the areas of
ecodynamic systems engineering, thermo-chemical
control of biological processes, and coastal environmental
engineering. Dr. Quinlan will collaborate with faculty in
Botany, Zoology, Environmental Engineering, and at the
Duke University Marine Laboratory.
An improved submersible doppler velocimeter employing a coherent fiber optic light guide is being used by
Professor Edward Shaughnessy for turbulence measurements in a tidal channel.
Dr. Kenneth C. Cadien is currently constructing a
differential scanning calorimeter with automatic data
acquisition. The system will be used to study phase
relationships in semiconductor alloy systems.
Dr. Devendra P. Garg presented a paper on "Technology
Transfer of Health Care Services in Rural Environments"
at the Technology Transfer: Applications Session of the
103rd Winter Annual Meeting of ASME. The meeting was
held in November in Phoenix, Arizona, and the session
was jointly sponsored by the Technology and Society
Division and the Management Division of the ASME. Dr.
Garg is also team-teaching a two-semester interdisciplinary
seminar entitled "International Perspectives in Technology, Health and Public Policy" with Professor Alex Roland
of the History Department. The seminar is sponsored by
the Program in Science, Technology, and Human Values.
Partial funding of specific activities has been granted by
the Josiah Charles Trent Memorial Foundation, Inc.
Several new courses have been approved as follows: Dr.
Kenneth C. Cadien, "Thermodynamics and Thermokinetics of Materials" and "Applied Surface Science: Crystal
Growth and Analytical Techniques"; Professor David D.
Loendorf, "Advanced Computer-Aided Engineering" and
"Microelectronics for Mechanical Engineers". •
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Dr. Pearsall regularly stopped at the
same bar on the way home to have a
drink and relax after a trying day.
Having gotten tired of the same old
drink he asked the bartender to
concoct a new one. The bartender did
so and Dr. Pearsall then regularly
ordered this special drink. As he was
entering the bar one night the
bartender realized he was out of
walnuts, one of the special ingredients,
so he sent his assistant out for some.
The assistant returned with hickory
nuts, having been unable to find
walnuts. Figuring that Dr. Pearsall
wouldn't know the difference, the
bartender mixed the drink. Immediately Dr. Pearsall said, "Hey, these
aren't walnuts." "No", said the
bartender, "that's a hickory daiquiri,
Doc."
How to Be Efficient with Fewer
Violins
The management consulting firm
of Worden & Risberg, Philadelphia,
passes along the following analysis
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submitted by an unknown engineer
after he had attended a symphony
concert:
For considerable periods the four
oboe players had nothing to do. Their
number should be reduced and the
work spread more evenly over the
whole concert, thus eliminating
peaks and valleys of activity.
All twelve violins were playing
identical notes. This seems unnecessary duplication; the staff of this
section should be drastically cut. If a
larger volume of sound is required, it
could be obtained by means of
electronic apparatus.
Much effort was absorbed in the
playing of demi-semi-quavers. This
seems to be an unnecessary refinement. It is recommended that all
notes be rounded up to the nearest
semi-quaver. If this were done, it
would be possible to use trainees and
lower-grade operatives more extensively.
There seems to be too much
repetition of some musical passages.
Scores should be drastically pruned.

No useful purpose is served by
repeating on the horns something
which has already been handled by
the strings, lt is estimated that if all
redundant passages were eliminated,
the whole concert time of two hours
could be reduced to 20 minutes, and
there would be no need for an
intermission.
In many cases the operators were
using one hand for holding the
instrument, whereas the introduction
of a fixture would have rendered the
idle hand available for other work.
Also, it was noted that excessive effort
was being used occasionally by the
players of wind instruments, whereas
one compressor could supply adequate air for all instruments under
more accurately controlled conditions.
Finally, obsolescence of equipment
is another matter into which it is
suggested further investigation could
be made. It was reported in the
program that the leading violinist's
instrument was already several hundred years old. If normal depreciation
schedule had been applied, the value

of this instrument would have been
reduced to zero, and purchase of
more modem equipment could then
have been considered.

alternates true and false answers.
How, in two questions, each answered
by yes or no, can you determine
whether she is a truther, liar, or an
alternator?

Mind Challenges

5. Using the series 9, 8, 7,..., 1,
insert the fewest arithmetic operators
you can between the numbers (in
order) so as to make the expression
equal to 100.

1. With a 7-minute hourglass and
an 11 -minute hourglass, what is the
simplest way to time the boiling of an
egg for 15 minutes?
2. A standard deck of 52 cards is
shuffled and cut and the cut is
completed. The color of the top card
is noted. This card is replaced on top,
the deck is cut again, and the cut is
completed. Once more the color of
the top card is noted. What is the
probability that the two cards noted
are the same color?
3. Draw six line segments of equal
length to form eight equilateral
triangles.
4. A woman either always answers
truthfully, always answers falsely, or
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TAKES ON EXCITING
NEW DIMENSIONS IN
THE AIR FORCE.

Computer-generated design for investigating
structural strengths and weaknesses.

Developing and managing Air
Force engineering projects could
be the most important, exciting
challenge of your life. The
projects extend to virtually every
engineering frontier.

astronautical, civil,
electrical, mechanical and
nuclear. Hundreds of diverse
specialties are included in a wide
variety of work settings. For
example, an electrical engineer
may work in aircraft design,
space systems, power production,
communications or research.
A mechanical engineer might be
involved in aircraft structure
design, space vehicle launch pad
construction, or research.
PROJECT RESPONSIBILITY
COMES EARLY
IN THE AIR FORCE

8 CAREER FIELDS
FOR ENGINEERS

Air Force mechanical engineer inspecting
aircraft jet engine turbine.

Air Force electrical engineer studying aircraft
electrical power supply system.

Engineering opportunities in
the Air Force include these
eight career areas: aeronautical,
aerospace, architectural,

Most Air Force engineers
have complete project
responsibility early in their
careers. For example, a first
lieutenant directed work on a
new airborne electronic system
to pinpoint radiating targets.
Another engineer tested the jet
engines for advanced tanker and
cargo aircraft.

OPPORTUNITIES
IN THE NEW
USAF SPACE COMMAND

Artist's concept of the DSCS III Defense Satellite
Communications System satellite. (USAF photo.)

Recently, the Air Force
formed a new Space Command.
Its role is to pull together space
operations and research and
development efforts, focusing on
the unique technological needs of
space systems.This can be your
opportunity to join the team that
develops superior space systems
as the Air Force moves into the
twenty-first century.
To learn more about how you
can be part of the team, see your
Air Force recruiter or call our
Engineer Hotline toll free
1-800-531-5826 (in Texas call
1-800-292-5366).There's no
obligation.
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AIR FORCE

From the
Engineering Alumni Council

The President's Letter
The academic year is quickly drawing to a close as
students, faculty and administrators give thought to
summer activities and, for most, planning for yet another
year at Duke beginning in the fall. There is no doubt that
one particular group, the graduating senior class, is
presently grappling with emotions which swing from utter
joy to downright uncertainty. The engineering freshmen
who entered Duke in 1979 will soon become alumni of the
Duke University School of Engineering, an accomplishment in which each graduate can take tremendous pride.
The Engineering Alumni Association will sponsor a
brief reception on the chapel lawn immediately following
commencement ceremonies. This will be the first official
Duke activity of these graduates as alumni. Hopefully,
however, that experience will mark only the beginning of a
long and dedicated relationship between the young
graduates and the Engineering Alumni Association. It
may be true that alumni who have established themselves
in the business world are perhaps in position to offer
particular support, but the need for input from younger
alumni is definite and real.
One major objective of the Engineering Alumni
Council is to dispel the notion that Duke University is a
wealthy institution and has no need for small financial
gifts. Recent engineering graduates know better than
anyone how desperately the School of Engineering needs
modern equipment and furnishings. At a recent meeting
of the Engineering Alumni Council, Dean Pearsall
expressed concern that budget constraints for '83-'84 are

serious to the point that program support will be
considerably less than desirable.
Significant, to say the least, is the challenge to create a
strong and confident relationship among alumni,
students and university personnel in all positions. The
need for regulations, sometimes stringent, are not always
deemed necessary by students. The resulting atmosphere
too often lends itself to a negative experienceratherthan a
positive one. A strong Alumni Association, with generous
input to the Alumni Council from recent graduates,
should be able to effect a meaningful influence in
transforming this and other negative thoughts into
positive reasoning needed on campus and throughout
the community.
The Engineering Alumni Council is comprised of
officers and eight council representatives. Generally those
approached to serve reside within a 150 mile radius of the
campus. This seems appropriate, in a sense, as those
living a great distance may find it difficult to attend the four
or five meetings held annually. This approach to selecting
representatives to the Council is not necessarily as it
should be. I personally hope, and feel this hope reflects the
concensus of interested parties, that alumni of distant
geographic locations will make themselves available to
serve on the Engineering Alumni Council. To strengthen
the Association is an ongoing goal, and a broad based
Council would be an effective vehicle to achieve that goal.
Let us hear from you!! Participation is a rewarding and
enriching experience. Be a part of the excitement.
Charles L. Cruse

President '6IE
Engineering Alumni Association
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Alumni News
of the Southern North Carolina
branch of the same organizaton. He is
also a past president of the American
Nuclear Society's Piedmont Carolina
section.
In addition, Mr. Blackley is a
registered professional engineer in
North Carolina and South Carolina.
Mr. Blackley is a long time member
of the School of Engineering Board
of Visitors, and the Engineering
Alumni Association is pleased to
recognize him as a distinguished
alumnus of the Duke University
School of Engineering.

Alumni Awards Banquet
The Engineering Alumni Awards
Banquet, sponsored by the Engineering Alumni Association and the
School of Engineering, was held on
Saturday, March 25 in the Bryan
Center. Organized annually to honor
students, alumni, and friends who
have made significant contributions
to the School, the dinner especially
paid tribute to the three Distinguished
Alumnus Award recipients. Several
outstanding students were also
honored.
The Distinguished Alumnus Award
was presented to Mr. Shem K.
Blackley, '54E, Mr. Everitt A. Carter,
'40E, and Mr. Harold L. Yoh, '58E. In
addition, Mr. Edwin L. Jones, Jr.,
President of the J. A Jones Construction Company, announced and recognized the following J. A. Jones
Scholars: Jeffrey S. Ebeling, Sherri A.
Goldstein, Anita J. Hill, Kirsten B.
Kelhofer, Edward C. Knoy, David H.
Kramer, Josh W. McDonald, Kirsten
L. Meyer, Steven B. Royster, Thomas
W. Ruckdeschel, and Deborah J.
Treash.
As a special tribute to the late Dean
Aleksandar S. Vesic, Mr. Pete Cruse,
on behalf of the Engineering Alumni
Association, presented Mrs. Aleksandar S. Vesic with a resolution expressing gratitude for all of Dean Vesic's
contributions to the Engineering
School.

Distinguished Alumnus,
Distinguished Service Awards
The DukEngineer would like to
congratulate three outstanding individuals who were honored on March
25 at the Annual Engineering Alumni
Awards Banquet. Mr. Shem K. Blackley, Mr. Everitt A. Carter, and Mr.
Harold L. Yoh, Jr. were recognized for
their professional achievements and
for their service to the Duke Community.
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Shem K. Blackley, Jr., a native of
Shelby, North Carolina, received his
Bachelor of Science degree in Civil
Engineering from Duke University in
1954 and continued his studies at
Imperial College, University of London from 1954-55.
He then served for five years in the
U.S. Navy from which included two
years of duty as an instructor at the
U.S. Naval Academy. Upon leaving
the U.S. Navy in 1959, Shem joined
Duke Power as an engineer and was
named Chief Engineer in Mechanical
and Nuclear Division of the Design
Engineering Department in 1972.
Mr. Blackley is a member of Sardis
Presbyterian Church, the Charlotte
Engineers Club, the American Society
of Civil Engineers, the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, and
the American Nuclear Society. He
has served on the Edison Electric
Institute Prime Movers Committee
and the Atomic Industrial Forum
Safety and Analysis Task Force. He is
a past director of the North Carolina
Section of the American Society of
Civil Engineers and a past president

In 1940, Everitt A. Carter graduated
from Duke University with a Bachelor
of Science degree in Mechanical
Engineering. Directly following his
graduation until 1945, he worked for
the Wright Aeronautical Division of
Curtiss-Wright Corporation. In 1945
he joined Hughes Aircraft Company
in California where he was coordinator
of Sales and Service until 1947, when
he became Vice President of Faber
Laboratories in New York City. In
1952, Mr. Carter returned to the
Wright Aeronautical Division of
Curtiss-Wright.

Mr. Carter was named general
manager of Curtiss-Wright of Canada,
Ltd., Montreal, in May, 1955. Later,
when Isotope Products Limited
became a division of Curtiss-Wright
of Canada and the name was changed
to Canadian Curtiss-Wright Limited,
Mr. Carter was named vice president
and general manager, the position he
held prior to joining Oak Industries,
Inc.
In 1959, Everitt A. Carter was
appointed president, chief executive
officer, and a director of Oak Industries, Incorporated, in Rancho Bernardo, California, and in April, 1963,
he was elected chairman of the
board.
He is a member of the Society of
Automotive Engineers, the Canadian
Aeronautical Institute, the Economic
Club of Chicago, the Chicago Council
on Foreign Relations, and the Midwest—Japan Association and World
Trade Council of the Chicago Association of Commerce and Industry.
Mr. Carter is a newly elected
member of the School of Engineering Board of Visitors, and the Engineering Alumni Association is pleased
to include him as one of the distinguished alumni of the Duke University
School of Engineering.

Harold L. Yoh, Jr., chairman and
chief executive officer of Day and

Zimmerman, one of the nation's
largest technical service organizatons,
received a Bachelor of Science
degree in Mechanical Engineering
from Duke University in 1958 and a
Master of Business Administration
degree from Wharton School of
Finance and Commerce in 1962.
Mr. Yoh had obtained over twenty
years of professional and management experience leading to his
election as Day and Zimmerman's
chief executive officer in 1976. He
began his business career with H. L
Yoh Company, a sudsidiary of Day
and Zimmerman since 1961. He was
appointed as senior vice president in
1963 and president in 1964.
Concurrently, he b e c a m e vice
president-administration for Day and
Zimmerman in 1961 and assumed
the additional duties of corporate
secretary in 1966. In 1969 he was
appointed vice president-treasurer.
Mr. Yoh has served on Day and
Zimmerman's board of directors
since 1964. He became its vice
chairman at the time of his election to
the post of chief executive officer in
1976, and subsequently, its chairman
in 1980.
Mr. Yoh has two sons who are
currently enrolled in the Duke University School of Engineering and a
daughter who will be entering Duke
University this fall.
His memberships include director
and member of the Executive Committee of the Greater Philadelphia
Chamber of Commerce, national
director of the American Defense
Preparedness Association and director and past president of the Philadelphia Chapter, past president of the
National Technical Services Association, and member of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers.
Mr. Yoh is a member of the School
of Engineering Development Committee, and the Engineering Alumni
Association is pleased to include him
among the distinguished alumni of
the Duke University School of Engineering.

Alumni Directory Corrections
In the fall of 1981, the Engineering

Alumni Association initiated an
exciting project, the publication of the
first Duke University School of
Engineering Alumni Directory. Being
typical of most trial runs, the directory,
which was mailed out this fall to all
dues paying Alumni Association
members, was not without error.
Unintentionally, errors were made,
and some alumni were completely
left out of the directory. The Alumni
Association sincerely apologizes to
any alumnae or alumnus who was left
out of the directory and encourages
all alumni to write to the School in
order to correct any information that
is wrong or now outdated. Hopefully,
all of the bugs will be out by the next
publication.
The School has learned of four
alumni who were unintentionally left
off the alumni roster. Their names
and addresses are as follows:
William Freedman, BSME '45
723 Rhoads Drive
Springfield, PA 19064
(215)544-1111 (or)
G E. Company
Patent Lawyer
6901 Elwood Street
Philadelphia, PA 19142
Edgar Jackson Gunter, Jr., BSME '56
1503 Gordon Avenue
Charlottesville, VA 22903
(804)296-1961 (or)
University of VA
Prof, of Mechanical Engineering
School of Engineering
Charlottesville, VA 22904
David M. Verity, BSME '51
P.O. Box 849
Burlington
Ontario L7R 3Y7 Canada (or)
Dofasco, Inc.
Administrator
Communications & Special Serv.
Box 460 L84 3J5
Hamilton Ontario, Canada
Hugh E. Whitted, Jr., BSEE '39
3710 Kirklees Road
Winston-Salem, NC 27104
(919) 765-5977

In Memory
Helen Lewis, widow of the late Ralph
E. Lewis, who was a former Assistant
Professor in the Department of
Mechanical Engineering at Duke.
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Lost in Space

T h a n k s t o t h e help of m a n y
a l u m n i , t h e S c h o o l has signifi-

1937

Fleisher, Martin

Beazley, Richard L
Liller, Melvin H.
Pettengill, Francis W.

t h e f o l l o w i n g a l u m n i . If y o u have

1939

any i n f o r m a t i o n r e g a r d i n g their

Kreiser, C. Frederick

Irwin, Frank M.
King, Wilber S.
Mitchell, Dillard C.
Powell, Harry R.
Rowe, Frank H., Jr.
Stockslager, Edwin S. (Steve), Jr.

1940

1946

cantly n a r r o w e d

its list of in-

actives. W e are, however, still
trying to establish c o n t a c t with

whereabouts

or

if there

are

c h a n g e s in y o u r o w n residence
or e m p l o y m e n t , please c o n t a c t
Assistant

Peppier, John R.
Schmidt, Howard O.

D e a n C l a r k at t h e

S c h o o l of E n g i n e e r i n g .

1941

1912

Lauppe, Carl, Jr.
Myers, Dale C.
Robinson, Donald L
Russell, Donald C.

Smith, Marshall A.

1914

1947

Moon, John Thomas

1942

1922
Falls, Leonidas B.

Johnson, Shirley A. (Sandy)
Olson, Thomas
Rice, Ralph E., Jr.
Waldron, John W.

1927
(Jmstead, Philip M.

1933
Braun, Wilson John Chester

1943
Armour, John
Bean, Robert N.
Johnson, Martin H. (Marty)
Morrison, Edwin O.

1934
Coffman, Guy M.

1944

1935

McClelland, Dean S.
Roundtree, Albert C , Jr.
Saunders, L C . (Lynn)

Cline, Roland H.

1936

1945

Scattergood, E. Robert
Turner, William W., Jr.

Bright, Turner N., Jr.
Derwallis, J. Robert
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Blackwell, Holden
Carpenter, Robert M.
Condon, V. William
Hurt, Richard R.
Kendall, Fred A., Jr.
Maxwell, D. Jack
Poplar J. Roswell, Jr.
Soto, Douglas

Carson, R. Reese
Ellis, John G„ Jr.
Forsyth, Edison L.
Gurley, Joseph G. (Joe)
Haun, Warren S.
Hunter, William G , Jr.
Kowalski, Ludwig R.
Larkin, Israel S.
Love, Roderick M., Jr.
Rivers, C Guy
Sharkey, Frederick A., Ill
Simpson, Ralph G., Jr.
Small, Herbert W., Ill

1948
Cahow, James Norman
Corrado, Victor M.
Foster, W. Phillips
Jackson, William M., Jr.

Lasater, John E.
McBryde, Clarence O.
Newman, Marvin J.
Prieto, Pedro B.
Ward, Charles T.

1949
Edgar, John R.
Harper, Jack B.
Kenefick, John M
Lareau, Ernest W.
Unkous, Walter W.
Ticktin, Boyd L
Wilson, G. Bruce

1950
Blankenship, J . Swann, Jr.
Capwell, Donald B.
Elmore, Ethelbert P. (Sonny), Jr.
Fitch, James B., Jr.
Kanipe, James F.
Meekins, James C.
Mullin, James L.
Parker, J . Bruce
Rhea, William P.
Stone, Albert L. (Al)
Underwood, John T , Jr.
Warnick, Edward E. (Ed)
Williams, Bill R.
1951
Duttweiler, Charles T.
Eisaman, Jack V.
Finch, James E.
Grove, Charles D. (Chuck)
McKelvie, Milton J .
Melton, Nichols J.
Mitchell, Monroe S.
Newman, Edmund H.

1952
Hankins, William E., Jr.
Shipley, Joe M.
Thompson, Richard F.

1953
Blizard, J . Walter F , Jr.
Climenson, W. Douglas
Gross, Kenneth E.
Heckert, Richard J.
McGiehan, Donn
Tarnow, Lawrence M. (Larry)
Wright, William V. (Bill)

1954
Gardner, Robert E.
Hudson, Milton L. (Roy)
Miller, Guy F.
Taylor, Robert W.
Wise, Richard T.

1955
Ferree, Harold C.
Holmes, Richard L.
King, Norwood J .
Miller, Michael B.
Olds, Ray M., Jr.
Pritchard, Paul W., Jr.

1956
Adams, Baron Brooks, Jr.
Anderson, James E.
Eadie, Robert, Jr.
Ellis, John David
Jones, Carlos R.
Jones, Julio R.
Martin, Robert S., Jr.
McDonald, Joseph F.

1957
Baker, George Bernard
Brown, Frederic
Carr, Charles H.
Dan, Charles George, Jr.
Godfrey, David B., Jr.
Headley, Holland Neal ("Dutch")
Jewell, Robert W.
Qubein, Fuad R.
Ruscyk, Joseph A.
Sammons, Jack Chester, Jr.
Stevens, David Woods

Vilas, John M.
1958
Albertson, Ronald Clarence
Bolinger, Donald S.
Bonham, Arthur E. (Art)
Chittum, C Herbert
Fox, John Davis (Jack)

Harrell, Haywood H.
Hurt, John M.
Lamotte, Arthur Hungerford, Jr.
Long, George T.

Mott, George Edward, III

Evans, David T. (Dave)
Keene, Kenneth R.
Pyle, Gordon D.
Rathmell, Jack E.
Schlee, Frederick A.
Shanklin, Richard V., Ill
Snow, Peter D.
Whisnant, Edward J .

1960
Bandre, George, III
Bowman, Jack B., Jr.
Bowman, Richard G
Campbell, J . Thomas (Tom)
Carr, Charles H.
Carswell, William A., Jr.
Chapman, Edwin E. (Ed), Jr.
Dickinson, Gary W.
Dorris, Henry N.
Frazier, William F.
Gerdel, David H. (Dave)
Holland, Richard L.
Holt, John W.
Huggin, Gerald C.
Jones, Carroll E.
Justus, Jerry T.
Konefal, Walter A. (Walt)
Koontz, Earl C.
McWhorter, Neil E.
Nicholaides, Aristotle T.
Shank, George E.
Slocum, Richard W. (Dick)
Smith, Philip C
Thomas, Edward M., Jr.

1961
Buehler, Martin George
Coneway, Albert E. (Bert), Jr.
Franks, C. Reid
Galloway, Leon M„ III
Gibson, Charles F
Glenn, John Spellman
Hamilton, Ted A.
Higgins, Robert Walter
Ickes, Bruce Patrick
Jacobus, Dwight William
King, Chi-Yu (David)

Long, Warner Davis (Barney)
Mattingly, Michael Joseph (Mike)
Mcintosh, Thomas Franklin
Miller, Brian C.
Rathmell, Jack E.
Rockwell, Pamela J .
Saber, James A.
Sanver, Armagan
Smith, Michael Harvey (Mike)
Warner, David J .
Watkins, David Charles
Young, Warren R, Jr.

1963
Barr, Arthur M.
Bengel, Paul Robert
Bridgers, Thomas Fleming, Jr.
Buehler, Martin George
Carpenter, James B. (Jim)
Dewitt, Richard T.
Doggette, John R.
Douglas S. Keith
Eisman, Martin M.
Grace, Perry R.
Hu, Cheng Chang
Hutchison, J.C. Gifford
Knorr, Robert J .
Smith, Philip C
Solomonic, Robert J.
Sproul, Robert G., Jr.
Stuart, Charles E.
Thompson, Eugene H. (Gene)
Wallace, Maury E.
Woodruff, William Egleston, Jr.

1964
Bengel, Paul Robert
Bowman, Charles R.
Brennan, James, Jr.
Brown, Anthony S.
Brunson, David Wesley
Chafkin, Michael J.
Denton, Don R.
Elliott, Paul W.
Farris, Robert R. (Bobby)
Hakim, Khalil A.
Hubbell, William Lee (Bill)
Jackson, F Raymond, III
Jamerson, Charles D „ Jr.
Johnstone, P. Legrand, Jr.
Kendrick, William T.
Kent, Nelson R.
Linger, Richard C. (Rick)
McLean, Roger T , Jr.
Owens, William K.
Scott, C. Ryland
Seagreaves, Warren F., Jr.
Stapleford, Harry E
Straw, Dennis J .
Sullivan, John J.
Sutcliffe, Ralph J .
Trott, David W.
Wing, Robert H.

1962

1965

Clemmons, Joseph B. (Jay), III
Cohn. Donald L

Baldwin, Von McLeod (Mac)
Best, Richard Allen
Black, George B., Jr.
Clifford, Douglas Marvin
Cordova, Max F.
Crawford, Mchael A.
Culberth, Thomas F.
Doubleday, Theodore E.
Duncan, Alfred T.
Garrand, Eugene A , Jr.

Drake, William Harvey
Fuller, George C

Rusta, Douglas W.
Shoemaker, William H.
Zenda, William G.
Zoller, Bernard Cl. (Buz), Jr.

Jackson, Peter Edward (Pete)
Kennedy, James A.
Kishpaugh, James A.
Kramer, John Andrew, III
Leventis, Alexander A.

1959

Meyer, Donald Theodore
Miller, Richard W.

Barrett, George F
Brownson, Fred O.
D'Huy, Gerard J.
Day, David E.
Eberlein, William P. (Bill)

Rajan, Jai R.N.
Rogers, George Thomas
Summers, George P.
Tirado, Eleazar (El)
Gnal, Gurkan
Van Wagoner, Wayne T.
Weinberg, Daniel I.
Wilkins, James H.

O'Kane, James Hetherington
Pau, Khup Chin (Khup)
Pond, Charles W.
Pugh, Kenneth Graves (Ken)

Goody, John B.
Kelts, Richard G. (Rick)
Kirby, Paul V.
Larson, David J . (Dave)
McClain, John C , Jr.

McFarlin, Robert Morley
McKiernan, Dennis L.
Miller, David E.
Scuffham, James R., Jr.
Simon, J. Stephen
Simpson, Terry A.
So, Philip K.
Steele, Ted W.
Titus, George Joseph
Wheeler, Michael O

1966
Ackerley, Robert E.
Carrington, James E.
Cleveland, William W.
Edwards, Bobby B. (Bob)
Gamlen. Curtace S.
High, Harold G., II
Hitchcock, Bouldin S.
Hoadley, Richard A. (Dick)
Kohler, James B., Jr.
Lang, Robert E.
Madden, Michael G.
Miller, Edward K.
Morrison, Mchael L. (Mike)
Pifer, Ronald J.
Rothamel, William Joseph
Ruby, Lucien
Schenck, Timothy T.
Tackney, David T.
Thomas, William L, III
Thompson, Edward C
Tredick, Trafton (Skip), Jr.
Zimmerman, John G , Jr.

1967
Ashby. Donald A.
Brockett, Peter G (Pete)
Degroof, Robert G
Dow, Robert Elwood
Droitcour, John M., Jr.
Fegley, Thomas L.
Gould, Robert W„ Jr.
Guimaraes, Jerson Duarte
Hamilton, Tyler G.
Jackson, Peter Edward (Pete)
Johnson, John Douglas
Kendall, Gene Roger
Kyle, Albert S.
Liu, Thou-Han
Meyer, Donald Theodore
Mumford, Herbert W., Ill
North Joseph Oswell, Jr.
Parker, Jonathan H.
Querejeta, Pedro J.
Rajan, Jai R.N.
Rector, Rondall C.
Reynolds, Staton Chryst
Rose, Marvin B., Jr.
Sander, William A., Ill
Sayer, Alan B.
Sijthoff, Hendrik GM.
Simmons, Vaughan P.
Toussaint, Gerard P.L.

1968
Buckley, George
Chen, David J.
Colden, William C. (Bud), III
Cotton, Robert B., Jr.
Cruz, Leonardo De Vera
Darbari, Hriday N.
Davis, Clayton W.
Flynn, Thomas Earl
Foss, Philip T , Jr.
Gaillard, Jean-Philippe
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Hall, Charles A. ("C")
Hooks, Alfred J .
Hysong, James B.
Kenna, Lee M., Jr.
Lapham, S. Peyre
Page, Kenneth Thomas
Patton, William J. (Bill)
Schoudt, Russell L.
Swann, William C.
Taylor, Clinton
Walker, Wesley
Wu, Dong-Shan

1969
AJi, Mohammed S.
Altschuler, Daniel R.
Chewning, Charles G, Jr.
Claiborne, C.B.
Feick, John W.
Finley, Michael J.
Francis, William P.
Gilbert, Ronald L.
Gordon, Richard E.
Hurlburt, John Alan
Irvine, F. Owen, Jr.
Moore, Gerald K.
Moore, Robert L.
Phelan, Robert A.
Raynor, William L.
Shieh, Stanley G
Smith, Paul D.
Stanger, Richard M.
Taylor, Jeremy W.
Tita, William T.
Vanasselt, Robert L
Webb, William G , Jr.
Weinberg, Daniel I.
Witt, Eric V.
Woodard, Thomas M.

1970
Awadalla, Nabil G.
Caldwell, Hartley M.
Campbell, Ronald M
Chen, Zen
Chuang, Tze-Jer
Greene, Ralph G
Griggs, Joe L.
Hickman, Clifton G
Hightower, Thomas E.
Hubbard, Thomas E.
Hurd, Harry L.
Lang, Philip Carlisle
Luessen, Lawrence H.
Mailman, Albert J.
Northrop, Thomas W., Jr.
Simmons, David T. (Spike)
Snyder, William G.
Taylor, Steven H.
Wetmore, R. Evans

1971
Althaus, Robert W.
Anderson, Janice Kennerty
Field, Ted K.
Heifer, Donald M.
Hsu, Yuan-Huang
Hubbard, William E.
Menguturk, Muhsin
Minnetyan, Levon
Muller, George Treadwell
Ployart, Louis M.
Rawley, Curt A.
Subramanian, Kumar
Thomas, Clarence E. (Tommy), Jr.
Wilson, Phillip S.
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1972

1975

Adegbie, Oludamilola A.
Aiken, John C.
Awadalla, Nabil G.
Baur, Norman Cox
Boonrod, Suchin
Coates, Charles J.
Dakermandji, George
Everett, James L., IV
Feagin, Steven J.
Grittner, Steven F.
Joseph, Timothy W. (Tim)
Kiefer, John F.
Korn, Murry A.
Leutwiler, Robert Kenneth
Melton, Hewlett E. (Pete), Jr.
Mercier, Omer L
Moore, Gerald J.
Needham, William D.
Niehaus, Edwin, R., Ill
Ohri, Anil Kumar
Rivin, Bernard D.
Shiau, Chin-Chih
Tomczyk, Frank P.
Totti, Noel, III
Touma, Andre

Abo-Hamd, Metwally H.
Adegbie, Adeyinka O. (Yinka)
Beck, Gary E.
Cogan, Stuart F
Davidson, Diane M.
Dawson, Tyler
Doyle, Alexander James
Fitzgerald, Matthew T , Jr.
Geer, Walter Thomas, Jr.
Graham, Marshall Donnie
Hanes, Daniel Robert
Kokusho, Takeji
Lavoie, Raymond Joseph, Jr.
McCallie, David P., Jr.
Williams, Stephen P. (Steve)
Yamoah, Emmanuel Kwame

1973
Adams, Stanley Layter
Besancon, Michael David
Costa, Eduardo Rolando
Gehrig, James Joseph, Jr. ("Jay")
Lee, Richard Cavett
Mann, Charles Edward
Marano, Daniel Joseph
McHugh, Scott Anderson
Page, Edward W.
Parker, Robert R.
Pawlowski, Michael L.
Pierce, Arnold F.
Richardson, Thomas Lee
Ringgold, Charles Lacy, Jr.
Roberts, Christopher Edward
Sander, William A , III
Sanders, Blair Betterton
Saranath, Mudumbi P.
Scheller, Nicholas Ridgely
Scott, Louis Ott
Shaw, Warren B. ("Monk")

1974
Anderson, Gary Mathew
Atalik, Selguk Tahsin
Bisset, Robert Keith
Byrne, Denison Edward
Ely, Richard Mountford
Franklin, David Michael
Grotenhuis, Gary Eugene
Hughes, Charles S., II
Hyde, Robert Alan
Johnson, Richard Clark
Konath, Prabhakar
Logsdon, John Michael
Maungmuensuk, Praput
Menguturk, Muhsin
Mennis, Daniel Liam
Minnetyan, Levon
Montgomery, Stephen J.
Montgomery, Steven James
Saffores, Royden Pierre
Stevens, Robert Frances
Clpham, David Mark
Veatch, John Stephen
Whiteside, Stephen Long
Wildman, Russell Lake
Yardumian, Richard Krikor

1976
Alvarez, Orlando
Anderson, Christine P.
Baldwin, Kent M.
Bradley, Harry G , Jr.
Brotherson, Gary Thomas
Chantry, William A., Jr.
Dakermandji, George
Dugan, Francis Vincent, Jr.
Fletcher, John Carter
Gilfillian, Keith I., Jr.
Lee, Sang Chul
Leland, Kenneth W.
Mack, Ellen E.
Maples, Kenneth R.
Mazer, Jeffrey A.
McClarty, Scott W.
Mosley, Ernest P. (Phil), Jr.
Owen, Alex F.
Powell, Bayard L.
Richards, John H., Ill
Rosenfield, Thomas P.
Schneider, Thomas J. (Tom)
Swartz, Howard M , Jr.
Taylor, Howard R., Jr.
Worman, John R.

1977
Abo-Hamd, Metwally H.
Auvergne, Gerard
Barbas, Serghios T.
Bissell, Mark Stephen
Chong, Anthony Sai-Yuen
Cogan, Stuart F.
Couper, Alastair N.
Fitzsimons, Joseph G., Ill
Gongalex, Jesus
Hazaa, Nahed Abd El-Monem
Hinrichs, Katherine
Hizi, Raya
Hostage, G. Michael, III
Jackson, Ralph K., II
Kendall, James Leslie
Leech, Robert L
Martin, Mary Z.
McCrocklin, Lee Frank, III
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